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Groundwater development for beneficial purposes depends on 
quantity (in terms of “sustainable” yield), quality (acceptability 
for class of use), accessibility (technical and economic 
feasibility), and availability (freedom from legal or political 
constraints). The feasibility of groundwater development in 
any given area of the WBRB, depending on many technical, 
hydrogeologic, and cultural factors, ranges from unfeasible, 
through adequate for limited local use (stock and domestic), to 
sufficient for municipal, industrial, and agricultural use.

8.1 Information from previous and current water plans
Groundwater uses in the WBRB and the methods used 
to quantify them were described in the existing Statewide 
Framework Water Plan (WWC Engineering et al., 2007b), 

which compiled information from the BRS, Inc. et al. (2003) 
WBRB Water Plan and associated Technical Memoranda.  
Groundwater use information was updated in the current 
WBRB Water Plan (MWH et al., 2010a).  The statistics and 
methods for estimating current and projected groundwater 
use from the 2003 and 2010 Plans are discussed, summarized, 
and compared in the 2010 Update Water Plan (MWH et al, 
2010a, Appendix A); they are discussed briefly in this study.  
The 2003 Available Groundwater Determination Technical 
Memorandum to the 2003 Water Plan (Lidstone and 
Associates, 2003) summarized groundwater use in the WBRB 
as described in Table 8-1.

For this study the groundwater use statistics provided in the 

Average annual water balance

Volume Percent of precipitation
Total average annual precipitation 18,500,000 100%
Total average annual surface water outflow − 6,800,000 36.8
Precipitation remaining in (Wyoming) WBRB = 11,700,000 63.2

Average annual withdrawals and consumptive use1 

(Surface water and groundwater) Total withdrawals Consumptive use
Agriculture 3,136,728 1,079,971
Stock + 6,370 6,370
Municipal/domestic + 21,324 8,743
Recreational & environmental (groundwater)2 + 10,001 not significant
Industrial/mining + 91,908 19,163
Evaporation from reservoirs + 156,157 156,157

     Totals = 3,422,488                (37.1%)     
1,270,404  

Precipitation available for recharge and lost to evapotranspiration 
= precipitation – surface water outflow – total water consumed                          10,430,000

  (56.4% of precipitation)
1from MWH et al., 2010a, table 30
2from Lidstone and Associates, 2003

Table 8-2a.  WBRB water resources mass balance – precipitation, outflow, consumptive use (acre-feet) (MWH et al., 
2010a).

Use
Annual withdrawal

(acre-feet/yr)
Estimation method

Total permitted use 1249,260 12,381 WSEO permits as of 12/31/01

Agricultural wells 47,910 138 WSEO wells as of 12/31/01  (271.5 ac-ft/da × 153 da/yr)
   + 6,370 ac-ft/yr for stock watering

Industrial & mining 70,883 – 120,925 28.44% of WSEO permitted / WOGCC produced water in 
2000

Municipal 4,344 – 9,819 Data on 36 community public systems provided by WWDC

Domestic/non-community 4,369 – 8,738 Rural population (26,002) × 150 to 300 gpcpd2

Recreational/environmental
5,366 + 4,635

=10,001 Method not described
Total 1137,507 – 197,393 The various methods described above

1Compare estimate by WSEO permits with estimates by other methods.  2gallons per capita per day

Table 8-1.  Total groundwater withdrawals by use (Lidstone and Associates, 2003).
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Table 8-2b.  Ranges of estimated recharge and evapotranspiration – total and sedimentary aquifers (acre-feet) 
[Precipitation available for recharge and evapotranspiration = Precipitation − surface water outflow − total water consumed = 
10,430,000 acre-feet] 1

Ranges (acre-feet)
Percentages 
of available 

precipitation
Available precipitation 10,430,000 100%
Total estimated WBRB recharge range2 3,024,575 – 6,498,237 29.0 – 62.3%
Total non-reservoir evapotranspiration range, by difference 7,405,021 – 3,931,359 71.0 – 37.7%
 

Estimated recharge range, sedimentary aquifers2 755,458 – 1,650,691 7.2 – 15.8%

Total non-reservoir evapotranspiration range, by difference 9,674,138 – 8,778,905 92.8 – 84.2%
1 from Table 8-2a  2 from Table 6-9

Table 8-2c.  Current annual groundwater withdrawals and consumptive use (MWH et al., 2010a).

Primary groundwater use categories
Total withdrawals

(acre-ft)
Consumptive

(acre-ft)
Percent

consumptive
Agricultural – (irrigation & stock)  (271.5 acre-ft/day from ~138 
irrigation permitted wells for 153 days/year + 6,370 ac-ft for stock)   
(Lidstone and Associates, 2003)

47,910 20,660 43.1%

Municipal/community public water systems
(39 community public water systems; 85 permitted wells) + 15,700 2,337

41%Non-community systems
(98 non-community public water systems) + 1784 321

Rural domestic   (approximately 13,638 permitted wells) + 4,256 – 18,400 1,745 – 3,444
Recreational & environmental (fish hatcheries, campgrounds, 
recreation facilities, etc.)   (Lidstone and Associates, 2003) + 10,001 not significant

 Subtotal ranges = 68,651 – 72,795 25,063 – 26,762 36.5 – 36.8%

Annual industrial / mining groundwater withdrawals

Fresh (self-supplied industrial) 224 39 17.4%

Fresh (mining) + 582 191 32.8%

Saline (mining) + 90,451 18,880 20.9%
Subtotal industrial & mining withdrawals = 91,257 19,110 20.9%

Total ranges 160,000 – 164,000 44,000 – 46,000 27.6 – 28.0%
1 Municipal and domestic withdrawls (maximum) = 5,700 + 784 + 8,400 = 14,884 ac-ft     

previous (BRS, Inc. et al., 2003; WWC Engineering et al., 
2007b) and current (MWH et al., 2010a) Update WBRB 
Water Plans are compared with water balance calculations 
(MWH et al., 2010a) and the recharge estimates developed for 
this study (Section 6.2.2).  Future groundwater requirement 
projections (MWH et al., 2010a) are also compared with these 
recharge estimates.  Tables 8-2a-f summarize these interpretive 
calculations starting with the amount of water available for 
recharge and (non-reservoir) evapotranspiration after total 
consumptive (surface water and groundwater) uses and surface 
water outflow from the WBRB are subtracted from total 
precipitation (Table 8-2a).

Precipitation is the ultimate source of all groundwater recharge.  

As presented in Table 8-2a, MWH et al. (2010a) estimated 
average annual precipitation in the WBRB as 18,500,000 
acre-feet (ac-ft) and average annual outflow of surface water 
from the WBRB drainage basin as 6,800,000 acre-feet, leaving 
11,700,000 acre-feet of precipitation remaining in the WBRB 
for non-consumptive and consumptive use and groundwater 
recharge. Subtracting consumptive use (estimated at 1,270,404 
acre-feet, not including evapotranspiration) leaves 10,429,596 
acre-feet of water available for recharge and evapotranspiration, 
which are numerically interdependent: As a range of recharge 
has been estimated (Section 6.2.2, Table 6-9), non-reservoir 
evapotranspiration can be directly estimated (Table 8-2b). 
 
Two cases are presented in Table 8-2b for estimated recharge 
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in the WRRB, (1) for total recharge over the entire drainage 
basin and (2) for recharge to only the sedimentary aquifers in 
the WBRB. As discussed in Section 6.2.2, because recharge 
to Precambrian crystalline and volcanic terrains at the highest 
elevations surrounding the WBRB is most likely discharged 
relatively quickly to surface waters, the estimates for recharge 
to only the sedimentary aquifers probably provides the 
better estimate for the overall water balance of the WBRB, 
with recharge amounting to approximately 7 to 16 percent 
of the amount of precipitation available to recharge and 
(non-reservoir) evapotranspiration combined.  The range of 
evapotranspiration is estimated by subtracting the estimated 
range of recharge from the available precipitation (10,430,000 
ac-ft).

Estimates for municipal, non-community public, rural 
domestic, industrial, and mining uses of groundwater were 
provided in the current WBRB Water Plan (MWH et al., 2010a).  
Estimates for agricultural, recreational and environmental 
uses of groundwater resources were provided in the previous 
Groundwater Determination (Lidstone and Associates, 2003).  

Both total withdrawals and consumptive uses are summarized 
in Table 8-2c for the following use categories:

• Agricultural (irrigation and stock)  
• Municipal (community public water systems)
• Non-community public water systems
• Rural domestic
• Recreation and environmental
• Industrial and mining (self-supplied fresh water)
• Mining (saline water – primarily oil and gas produced 

water)
Average annual groundwater withdrawals for the above primary 
uses are estimated at 159,908 to 164,052 acre-feet, and average 
annual consumptive use is estimated at 44,173 to 45,872 acre-
feet (approximately 28% of total withdrawals). Water use 
categories, amounts, and estimation methods are discussed in 
detail later in this chapter.

Table 8-2d summarizes the high and low estimates for the 
two cases for recharge (total recharge and recharge to the 
sedimentary aquifers) in the WBRB as percentages of various 
water-balance statistics.  

Table 8-2d.  Summary of recharge estimates as percentages of water balance statistics, WBRB.

Average annual water
balance statistics (acre-ft)2

Recharge estimates (acre-ft)1

Total Sedimentary aquifers

Low
3,024,575

High
6,498,237

Low
755,458

High
1,650,691

A. Total precipitation 18,500,000 16.3% 35.1% 4.1% 8.9%

B. Precipitation remaining in basin 
(A minus outflow)

11,700,000 25.9% 55.5% 6.5% 14.1%

C. Consumptive use, surface water, and 
groundwater

1,270,000 238.1% 511.5% 59.5% 129.9%

D. Water available for recharge and 
evaporation (B minus C)

10,430,000 29.0% 62.3% 7.2% 15.8%

1Table 8-2b 
 2Table 8-2a

Table 8-2e.  Summary of groundwater use estimates as percentages of recharge estimates.

Groundwater use estimates2

(acre-ft)

Recharge estimates (range, acre-ft)1

Total WBRB Sedimentary aquifers
Low High Low High

3,024,575 6,498,237 755,458 1,650,691
Average annual groundwater 
withdrawals  (high-end) 164,000 5.4% 2.5% 21.7% 9.9%

  Agriculture 48,000 1.6% 0.7% 6.3% 2.9%
  Municipal & domestic  (high-end) 315,000 0.5% 0.2% 2.0% 0.9%
  Recreational & environmental 10,000 0.3% 0.2% 1.3% 0.6%
  Industrial & mining 91,000 3.0% 1.4% 12.1% 5.5%
Average annual groundwater 
consumptive use  (high-end) 46,000 1.5% 0.7% 6.1% 2.8%

1Table 8-2b  2Table 8-2c 3Table 8-2c, sum of municipal/community public water systems, non-    
      community systems, and rural domestic systems (high-end) = 14,884 acre-feet.
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As discussed above, the better case for such analyses uses 
recharge to only the sedimentary aquifers (Table 8-2d, far-
right column).  Similarly, Table 8-2e (far-right column) 
summarizes various groundwater (high-estimate) use statistics 
as percentages of recharge to sedimentary aquifers.

According to these analyses, average recharge to the 
sedimentary aquifers in the WBRB (1,203,000 ac-ft – mean 
of high and low estimates, Table 8-2d) and consumptive use 
(1,270,000 ac-ft – Table 8-2d) are approximately equal; and 
total recharge to the WBRB, even the low estimate (3,025,000 
ac-ft – Table 8-2b) far exceeds groundwater withdrawals 
(164,000 ac-ft) and consumptive use (46,000 ac-ft – high-
end estimates, Table 8-2c).  The estimates of total average 
annual groundwater use could be substantially higher, and the 
estimates of recharge substantially lower, without significantly 
changing the simple comparative results. In addition, most of 
total groundwater withdrawal is saline produced water from oil 

and gas operations that would not otherwise be generated as a 
groundwater resource, but only as a byproduct, and therefore 
should not be considered as a reduction of beneficially useable 
groundwater resources. While this analysis indicates that 
groundwater resources are underutilized overall in the WBRB, 
it does not take into account the highly location-specific nature 
of groundwater resource development.  This issue is discussed 
further in Chapter 9 in relation to future groundwater 
development in the WBRB.

It is also useful to evaluate future groundwater requirements 
relative to recharge.  The Update Water Plan (MWH et al., 
2010a) provides estimates of annual groundwater requirements 
above existing withdrawals for municipal and domestic uses 
and for industrial and mining uses in 2020, 2040, and 2060, 
for three demand scenarios (low, medium, high); these are 
presented in Table  8-2f.  Future groundwater requirements 
for agricultural and recreational/environmental uses were 

Table 8-2f.  Low, medium, and high estimates of future groundwater requirements and requirements as percentages of recharge 
to sedimentary aquifers at years 2020, 2040, 2060 [from MWH et al., 2010a].

Estimates of future annual     
  groundwater requirements   
  (acre-ft)

Additional future requirements Total future requirements2

Demand case    Low     Medium        High  Low    Medium        High

2020

Municipal and domestic 130 210 680 15,014 15,094 15,564

Industrial and mining 22,750 35,020 40,460 114,007 126,277 131,717

2020 Total 22,880 35,230 41,140 129,021 141,371 147,281

2020 total requirements as percentages of    
   high and low recharge cases1

Low       17%       19%       19%

High        8%        9%         9%

2040

Municipal and domestic 430 850 2,040 15,314 15,734 16,924

Industrial and mining 74,040 125,540 151,330 165,297 216,797 242,587

2040 Total 74,470 126,390 153,370 180,611 232,531 259,511

2040 total requirements as percentages of 
   high and low recharge cases1

Low       24%       31%       34%

High       11%       14%       16%

2060

Municipal and domestic 720 1,490 3,660 15,604 16,374 18,544

Industrial and mining 148,470 281,100 355,750 239,727 372,357 447,007

2060 Total 149,190 282,590 359,410 255,331 388,731 465,551

2060 total requirements as percentages of 
   high and low recharge cases1

Low       34%       51%       62%

High       15%       24%       28%
1Recharge range (sedimentary aquifers) (Table 8-2b)
          Low –     775,458 ac-ft/yr
          High – 1,650,691 ac-ft/yr
 

2Current annual groundwater withdrawals (Table 8-2c)      
          Municipal and domestic (high-end)         14,884 
ac-ft                 
          Industrial and mining                               91,257 
ac-ft
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not estimated. The 2003 Water Plan (BRS, Inc et al., 2003) 
projected that almost all new water demand in the WBRB 
would be met with surface water.  In contrast, the current 2010 
Update Water Plan projects that approximately 43 percent of 
new water demand will be met with groundwater, primarily 
associated with industrial/mining production, and that the 
remaining 57 percent will be met with surface water used for 
agricultural development.
Future annual groundwater requirements for six cases (high 
and low recharge vs. low, medium, and high demand) for 
each of three progressive time-frames (2020, 2040, 2060) are 
calculated in Table 8-2f by adding the additional requirement 
estimates to the current annual withdrawals for municipal/
domestic and industrial/mining uses. 

By this analysis, future groundwater requirements as a 
percentage of recharge range from 8 to 19 percent in 2020, 
from 11 to 34 percent in 2040, and from 15 to 62 percent 
in 2060.  Similarly to the evaluation of recharge vs. current 
groundwater withdrawals (Table 8-2e), the corresponding 
analysis for future demand indicates that recharge will be 
adequate to maintain groundwater as an underutilized resource 
in the WBRB well into the future.  And likewise, because 
the presence of groundwater resources that can actually be 
developed is location-specific, the potential for overutilization 
of groundwater resources is also location-specific.

The following sections discuss the uses that account for almost 
all the groundwater withdrawals estimated in the 2003 and 
2010 Update Water Plans for the WBRB.

8.1.1 Irrigation 
Irrigation use was estimated in the previous Available 
Groundwater Determination at 88.5 million gallons per day 
(MGD) (271.5 ac-ft/d) on the basis permitted yield from 
138 irrigation wells (Lidstone and Associates, 2003).  To 
estimate average annual withdrawal for Table 8-2c (41,540 
ac-ft), the average daily rate of withdrawal was multiplied 
by the average number of days in the irrigation season (153, 
May 1 to September 30).  Most irrigation use is permitted for 
croplands along streams where water is obtained at relatively 
shallow depth from Quaternary alluvial aquifers, to a lesser 
extent Tertiary bedrock aquifers, and along the basin margins 
primarily from highly productive Paleozoic aquifers. Irrigation 
is partially consumptive (plant growth and evapotranspiration), 
and was estimated at 34.4 percent of total withdrawals for 
irrigation (MWH et al., 2010b).  Because it is unlikely that 
the entire permitted allotment of groundwater for irrigation 
is used during any year, this estimate is most likely overstated, 
perhaps significantly.

8.1.2 Livestock watering
Water requirements for livestock in the WBRB (6,370 ac-ft/yr) 
(Table 8-2c) was estimated in the Update Water Plan (MWH 

et al., 2010b) on a per-animal-unit basis (cattle, calves, dairy 
cows, horses, sheep, goats, pigs, llamas, mules, and donkeys) 
using stock-specific daily water requirements provided by the 
National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) for the 
number of animals, by county, based on 2007 Census data 
provided by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA).  It 
was assumed that essentially all the water requirement for 
livestock is consumptively used groundwater. Total agricultural 
withdrawals in Table 8-2c (47,910 ac-ft/yr) reflects both 
irrigation and livestock groundwater use.

8.1.3 Municipal/community public water systems
Community public water systems supply water year-round to 
essentially the same population (USPEA, 2009).  The previous 
Water Plan (Lidstone and Associates, 2003) identified 58 
municipal water systems, 36 of which utilized 4,344 to 9,819 
acre-feet of groundwater per year (32% of total municipal 
withdrawals).  In contrast, the current Update Water Plan 
(MWH et. al, 2010a) found that as of 2009 the USEPA 
Safe Drinking Water Information System (SDWIS) listed 60 
active systems in the WBRB (USEPA, 2009). Appendix A in 
the Municipal and Domestic Water Use Profile – Technical 
Memorandum to the 2010 Update Plan (MWH et al., 
2010b) includes summary lists of the SDWIS data for the 
WBRB, including statistics on surface water and groundwater 
withdrawals; and Table 1 of the Technical Memorandum 
includes a list of 39 systems that obtain at least some municipal 
supply from groundwater from at least 85 wells. The current 
Update Water Plan (MWH et al., 2010a) estimates average 
groundwater withdrawal of 5,700 acre-feet per year from 
these systems, based on a 2009 WWDC study of 42 systems 
for which detailed information was available (Table 8-2c). In 
either case, municipal use constitutes a relatively small part of 
overall groundwater withdrawal in the WBRB (Table 8-2c). 
Information on which aquifers are used for community public 
supplies is provided later in this chapter (Section 8.3.5.1). The 
current Water Plan indicates that the WSEO has permitted 
136 wells for municipal use in the WBRB, and estimates that 
overall consumptive use of municipal withdrawals (both surface 
water and groundwater) is 41 percent (MWH et al., 2010a).

8.1.4 Non-community public water systems
Domestic water withdrawals include non-community public 
water systems and rural domestic users.  The USEPA (2009) 
classifies non-community public water systems as either 
transient or non-transient. Transient systems provide water at 
locations where most of the population varies continuously 
and that are open at least 60 days per year (e.g., gas stations, 
campgrounds). Non-transient systems regularly supply water 
to a stable population of at least 25 persons for at least six 
months per year (e.g., self-supplied facilities). The previous 
Water Plan (Lidstone and Associates, 2003) estimated 6.5 to 
10.4 million gallons per day (MGD) (7,281 to 11,650 ac-ft/yr) 
total domestic water use in the WBRB, with 3.9 to 7.8 MGD 
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(4,369 to 8,737 ac-ft/yr) supplied by groundwater, including 
2.57 MGD (2,879 ac-ft/yr) for non-municipal public systems.  
The previous WBRB Water Plan (BRS, Inc. et al., 2003) also 
identified 115 non-municipal public water systems that derive 
approximately 50 percent of their supply from groundwater 
sources, with most withdrawals occurring seasonally in 
Yellowstone National Park, and with use ranging from 150 
to 300 gallons per capita per day (gpcpd) for a population 
estimated at 34,300.

The current Update Water Plan (MWH et al., 2010a) listed 
fewer water systems and assumed lower usage and population 
estimates than the 2003 water plan.  The current Update Water 
Plan found that as of 2009 the USEPA Safe Drinking Water 
Information System (SDWIS) listed 98 non-community 
public water systems within the WBRB supplied from both 
groundwater and surface water sources (USEPA, 2009). 
Appendix A in the Municipal and Domestic Water Use Profile 
– Technical Memorandum to the 2010 Update Plan (MWH 
et al., 2010b) includes summary lists of SDWIS data for the 
WBRB, including statistics on groundwater withdrawals.  On 
the basis of an assumed use of 75 gpcpd for a population of 
18,400, total non-community system demands are estimated 
at 1568 acre-feet per year and total groundwater demand 
(at 50 percent of total withdrawals) at 784 acre-feet per year 
(Table 8-2c). Similarly to estimates for municipal withdrawals, 
although there is a notable difference between the 2003 and 
2010 estimates, by both estimates non-community public 
use constitutes a relatively small part of overall groundwater 
withdrawal (Table 8-2c).  Consistent with the assumption 
for municipal use (MWH et al., 2010b), overall consumptive 
use by non-community systems (both surface water and 
groundwater) is estimated at 41 percent.

8.1.5 Rural domestic
Rural domestic withdrawals are for household uses that are 
not supplied by municipal (community) or non-community 
water systems. Lidstone and Associates (2002b) estimated 6.5 
to 10.4 MGD (7,281 to 11,650 ac-ft/yr) total rural domestic 
water use in the WBRB, with 3.9 to 7.8 MGD (4,369 to 
8,737 ac-ft/yr) supplied by groundwater, including 2.57 MGD 
(2,879 ac-ft/yr) for non-municipal public systems. The rural 
domestic population was estimated at 26,002 people; and all 
rural domestic withdrawals were assumed to be supplied by 
individual wells in Quaternary, Wind River, Willwood, or 
Paleozoic aquifers. Most (83 percent) of the rural domestic 
water wells were found to be located in Fremont and Park 
counties.

According to the current Water Plan (MWH et al., 2010b), as 
of 2009, the WSEO had issued 13,638 permits for domestic 
use, of which 9,693 are permitted for domestic use only and 
3,945 are permitted for either domestic-stock use or domestic-

other use. Table 9 in the Municipal and Domestic Water Use 
Profile – Technical Memorandum to the 2010 Update Plan 
(MWH et al., 2010b) summarizes how multiple-use domestic 
wells are permitted in the WBRB counties. Assuming that 
most rural domestic water use in the WBRB is supplied 
from groundwater, domestic use by county was estimated 
by subtracting the total population served by community 
water systems included in the USEPA-SDWIS database from 
the estimated total population for each county. Assuming 
a population serviced by domestic wells of 25,120 and rural 
domestic use ranging from 150 to 300 gpcpd (Lidstone and 
Associates, 2003), the estimated rural domestic groundwater 
use is estimated at 3.8 to 7.5 MGD (4,256 to 8,400 ac-ft/
yr). Table 10 in the Domestic and Municipal Use Technical 
Memorandum (MWH et al., 2010b) summarizes domestic 
use calculations by county. Similarly to municipal and non-
community public system withdrawals, although there is a 
notable difference between the 2003 and 2010 estimates, by 
both estimates rural domestic use constitutes a relatively small 
part of overall groundwater withdrawal in the WBRB (Table 
8-2c).  Consistent with the assumption for municipal and 
non-community systems use (MWH et al., 2010b), overall 
consumptive use of rural domestic groundwater is estimated 
at 41 percent.

8.1.6 Recreation and environmental
Recreation and environmental groundwater uses were 
estimated to be 4.78 MGD and 4.15 MGD, respectively 
(10,000 ac-ft/yr total) (Lidstone and Associates, 2003). Uses 
include fish hatcheries, campgrounds, and private recreational 
facilities; accordingly, an insignificant fraction of this use is 
expected to be consumptive. If these estimates are based on 
permitted amounts, they may be overstated. The current Water 
Plan (MWH et al., 2010a) did not discuss recreational and 
environmental uses of groundwater. 

8.1.7 Industrial and mining
Overall industrial and mining water withdrawal in the WBRB 
includes demand for general industrial uses and non-fuels and 
fuels mining operations.  Most industrial and mining water 
withdrawal (surface water and groundwater) in the WBRB is as 
byproduct produced water (groundwater) from conventional 
oil and gas operations. General industrial groundwater use 
includes withdrawal from permitted wells associated with self-
supplied industrial facilities and operations such as fabrication, 
processing, washing, and cooling. Groundwater use in non-
fuels mining includes the extraction and milling (crushing, 
screening, washing, flotation) and other activities directly 
associated with producing metallic and industrial mineral 
ores, stone, sand, and gravel. Groundwater use in fuels mining 
includes the production of uranium, coal, coalbed natural 
gas (CBNG), and conventional oil and gas. Groundwater 
withdrawn for industrial and both non-fuels and coal mining 
operations may be of poor quality and is commonly reused for 
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general industrial purposes such as dust control (MWH et al., 
2010a).  Oil and gas produced water is generally discharged to 
the surface and re-injected for either enhanced oil recovery or 
permanent disposal (storage).

The previous Water Plan (BRS Engineering, 2003a) estimated 
total industrial and mining water use in the WBRB at 92,240 
acre-feet per year on the basis of permitted yields from 1999 
WSEO data, with most withdrawals from conventional oil and 
gas operations totaling 73,790 acre-feet per year. Manufacturing 
withdrawals were estimated at 15,710 acre-feet per year, and 
withdrawals for mining (primarily bentonite and gypsum) were 
estimated at 2,740 acre-feet per year. Most withdrawals for 
industrial and mining uses (70,883 ac-ft/yr) were assumed to 
be from groundwater sources (Lidstone and Associates, 2003). 
As discussed previously, groundwater use based on permitted 
yields generally overestimates actual withdrawals.  On the basis 
of Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission records, 
Lidstone and Associates (2003) estimated that 120,925 acre-
feet of groundwater were produced from oil and gas wells in 
2000. 

The current Water Plan for the WBRB (MWH et al., 
2010a) updates the 2003 estimates of industrial and mining 
withdrawals and also estimates consumptive use within the 
WBRB on the basis of information from the U.S. Geological 
Survey National Water Use Information Program (NWUIP). 
The NWUIP works with local, state, and federal agencies 
to collect and compile water-use information at the county, 
state, and national levels. The 2010 Water Plan estimates 
total industrial and mining use in the WBRB at 91,908 acre-
feet per year, 650 acre-feet of surface water and 91,257 acre-
feet of groundwater. Estimated total industrial and mining 
consumptive groundwater use is 19,030 acre-feet per year 
(21percent of total withdrawal).  The estimated 91,257 acre-
feet total groundwater withdrawal (Table 8-2c) comprises 806 
acre-feet of fresh water (224 general industrial and 582 mining) 
and 90,451 acre-feet of saline produced water from oil and gas 
production. Table 1 in the Industrial and Mining Water Use 
Technical Memorandum for the 2010 Update Plan (MWH 
et al., 2010b) summarizes total groundwater withdrawals by 
WBRB counties.
 
The NWUIP data include fresh and saline water withdrawn 
for self-supplied industrial and mining operations.  MWH et 
al. (2010a) indicate that as of 2009 the WSEO had issued 347 
permits for industrial operations and 28 permits for CBNG 
production in the WBRB. A list of these permits is provided 
in Appendix A in the Industrial and Mining Water Use 
Technical Memorandum for the 2010 Update Plan (MWH 
et al., 2010b). Water for industrial use supplied by municipal 
sources was included in estimates of municipal and domestic 
use. Oil and gas produced water is generally discharged to the 
surface and re-injected either for enhanced oil and gas recovery 

or for permanent disposal. NWUIP estimated total withdrawal 
by adding the volumes of all produced water injected and 
discharged within the WBRB. Records of produced water 
injection were obtained from the WOGCC.  Records of 
produced water discharge were obtained from the Wyoming 
Department of Environmental Quality National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (WYPDES) database. 

NWUIP groundwater consumptive use estimates by type of 
industry or mining activity range from 10 to 90 percent of 
total withdrawal.  On the basis of averages from the NWUIP 
data, MWH et al., (2010a) estimated total consumptive 
groundwater use for industrial and mining purposes at 19,030 
acre-feet per year, approximately 21 percent of total fresh and 
saline withdrawal (91,257 ac-ft/yr). Consumptive use of fresh 
groundwater withdrawals for self-supplied industrial facilities 
was estimated at 39 acre-feet per year (MWH et al., 2010a). 
Consumptive use for mining was estimated at 191 acre-feet 
per year of fresh-water withdrawal and 18,880 acre-feet per 
year of saline withdrawal. On the basis of these amounts, Table 
8-2c totals groundwater consumptive use at 19,110 acre-feet 
per year. 

Most industrial and mining groundwater that is not 
consumptively used is either discharged to surface water or 
injected for enhanced oil and gas production or permanent 
disposal.  This provides an alternate method of estimating 
industrial and mining consumptive groundwater use, by 
subtracting total produced water discharge (71,183 ac-ft/yr) 
from total groundwater withdrawal (91,257 ac-ft/yr) (MWH et 
al., 2010a).  The difference is 20,074 acre-feet per year, giving a 
range of total industrial and mining consumptive groundwater 
use in the WBRB of 19,030 to 20,074 acre-feet per year 
(21 percent to 22 percent of total withdrawal). The average 
annual volume of produced water re-injected (964 ac-ft/yr) 
can be estimated by subtracting the amount discharged under 
WYPDES permits (71,183 ac-ft/yr) from non-consumptive 
withdrawals based on the NWUIP data (72,147 ac-ft/yr). 
Appendix B in the Industrial and Mining Water Use Technical 
Memorandum for the 2010 Update Plan (MWH et al., 2010b) 
provides a list of WYPDES surface water discharge permits in 
the WBRB.

Estimates of industrial and mining groundwater withdrawal in 
the 2003 and 2010 Water Plans are similar.  This is somewhat 
surprising, as use in the 2003 Plan was based solely on WSEO 
permitted yields, which tend to overestimate actual withdrawal. 
In contrast, consumptive use estimated in the 2010 Updated 
Plan is significantly lower than the 2003 estimates, which were 
assumed to be 100 percent of permitted yield. Table 8-2c 
shows that industrial and mining withdrawals exceed all other 
uses for groundwater combined in the WBRB by a substantial 
amount [91,257 vs. 72,795 ac-ft/yr (high-end)]. 
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Because produced water from oil and gas operations is a 
byproduct, probably would not be withdrawn for any other 
purpose, and makes up most groundwater withdrawal in the 
WBRB, when it is discharged to surface water it increases the 
overall surface water supply in the WBRB without depleting 
useable groundwater resources. Similarly, it can be argued that 
injecting produced water for enhanced oil and gas recovery 
or permanent disposal into aquifers generally too deep to be 
considered for groundwater development effectively removes 
water from the system and is, therefore, consumptive.

8.2 Information from hydrogeologic units studies
In addition to the information compiled from state and 
federal agencies on groundwater volumes withdrawn for 
the use categories presented above, information concerning 
groundwater use associated with specific hydrogeologic 
units was compiled from a variety sources for the Chapter 
7 discussion of hydrogeologic units in the WBRB.  Chapter 
7 summarizes the physical, hydrogeologic, and chemical 
characteristics of the hydrogeologic units and the recharge, 
discharge, and groundwater circulation of the aquifers and 
aquifer systems in the WBRB. To the extent that data were 
available, the current uses and potential for development of 
the specific hydrogeologic units are summarized in Appendix 
D.  Table 2 of the WWDC 2003 Available Ground Water 
Determination Technical Memorandum (Lidstone and 
Associates, 2003) provides similar tabulated aquifer-specific 
information. Appendix B is a chronological summary of the 
locations, aquifers, focus, results, and status of groundwater 
development studies in the WBRB that have been sponsored 
by the WWDC since 1982.  Many of these studies were used 
in compiling the information presented in Chapter 7; thus, 
the data concerning current groundwater uses is generally 
summarized in Appendix D.  

8.3 Groundwater permits information
Groundwater development proceeds primarily by installing 
water supply wells and, to a much lesser degree, by developing 
natural springs. The WSEO issues permits to appropriate 

groundwater throughout Wyoming. The Joint Tribal Water 
Engineer (TWE) of the Wind River Indian Reservation issues 
some permits within the Reservation. The Montana Bureau of 
Mines and Geology (MBMG) issues permits to appropriate 
groundwater in Montana. For this study the WSGS acquired 
groundwater permit data from all three agencies and provided 
copies of the WSEO data to MWH for their use in the 2010 
Update Water Plan (MWH et al., 2010a) and associated 
Technical Memoranda. The WSEO provided information 
on approximately 19,508 groundwater permits through June 
2009, including 682 permits (through 1985) that WSEO 
obtained from the TWE. The MBMG issued 45 permits 
through August 2009 for appropriating groundwater in the 
northernmost WBRB. The WSEO groundwater-permit 
database for the WBRB includes information on 620 springs.  
Information on specific WSEO groundwater permits for the 
Wyoming WBRB (and throughout Wyoming) can be accessed 
through the WSEO on-line water rights database using various 
search parameters (e.g., permit number, location, applicant, 
use) at

http://seo.state.wy.us/wrdb/PS_WellLocation.aspx

Groundwater permit data for the Wind River Indian 
Reservation used in this study include information only through 
1985, acquired by WSEO from the Reservation pursuant to a 
lawsuit. There are also many permits within the Reservation 
that have been issued directly by the WSEO, both before and 
after 1985, that were not included in the Reservation data.  The 
TWE has been the permitting agency for the Reservation since 
1984 for yields to 25 gpm, and the WSEO issues permits for 
yields greater than 25 gpm (pers.comm.; Baptiste Weed, TWE, 
2011). 

There are probably permits for a variety of uses on the 
Reservation for which there are no WSEO records and that 
were not available for this study. The TWE is currently 
compiling a comprehensive database for all groundwater 
permits on the Reservation. Additional or unique information 

Table 8-3.  WSEO groundwater permits in the Wyoming WBRB database by permit status.

Permit status  
All permits

through 06/2009
New permits 2000–06/2009

1 - Fully adjudicated 6531 16
2 - Complete 5731 1945
3 - Unadjudicated 4 4
4 - Incomplete 991 602
5 - Abandoned 249 1
6 - Expired 36 1
7 - Cancelled 3739 388
8 - undefined   2227 1734
Total permits 19,508 4,691

Probable wells drilled 12,515 – 14,742 (64.2 – 75.6%) 1,966 – 3,700 (41.9 – 78.9%)
Probable total existing wells 12,266 – 14,493 (62.9 – 74.3%) 1,965 – 3,699 (41.9 – 78.9 %)

http://seo.state.wy.us/wrdb/PS_WellLocation.aspx
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on specific areas or groundwater permits on the Wind River 
Indian Reservation might be obtained from the Office of the 
Tribal Water Engineer at

15 N. Fork Road
P.O. Box 217

 Fort Washakie, WY 82514
 (307) 332-6464 

Information on specific groundwater permits from the MBMG 
for the Montana WBRB can be accessed at

Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology
Natural Resource Building
1505 West Park Street
Butte, MT 59701-8932

or
Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology
Poly Building 
1300 North 27th Street 
Billings, MT 59101-0245

or        http://www.mbmg.mtech.edu

All permits

Depth range (feet) Permits Percentage
Cumulative 

permits
Cumulative  

percentage
0–50 5,344 41.08% 5,344 41.08%

50–100 2,971      22.84 8,315     63.92
100–500 3,863      29.69 12,178     93.61

500–1,000 522        4.01 12,700     97.62
> 1,000 309        2.38 13,009 100

Permits with depth information 13,009

Permits with no depth information 5,672 30.36% 
(of total) 18,681

Total permits 18,681

New permits since 2000
0–50 1,067 49.60% 1,067 49.60%

50–100 396      18.41 1,463      68.01
100–500 557      25.89 2,020      93.91

500–1,000 87        4.04 2,107      97.95
> 1,000 44        2.05 2,151  100

Permits with depth information 2,151

Permits with no depth information 2,538 54.13%
(of total) 4,689

Total permits 4,689

Table 8-4.  WSEO groundwater permits in the Wyoming WBRB database by depth range.

All permits

Yield range (gpm) Permits Percentage
Cumulative  

permits
Cumulative  

percentage
0–25 18,147 93.33% 18,147 93.33%

25–100 675        3.47 18,822         96.80
100–500 413        2.12 19,235         98.93

500–1,000 117        0.60 19,352         99.53
> 1,000 92        0.47 19,444      100

Total 19,444

New permits since 2000
0–25 4,449 94.76% 4,449 94.76%

25–100 140        2.98 4,589         97.74
100–500 79        1.68 4,668         99.42

500–1,000 17        0.36 4,685         99.79
> 1,000 10        0.21 4,695      100

Total 4,695

Table 8-5.  WSEO groundwater permits in the Wyoming WBRB database by yield range.

http://www.mbmg.mtech.edu
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The maps in Chapter 8 of permit locations by use illustrate the 
distribution of permit data in the WBRB. Groundwater-permit 
data is tabulated in this section to summarize the number of 
permits by

• permit status
• depth range
• yield range
• user (Wyoming, Wind River Indian Reservation, 

Montana)
• municipal use, including producing hydrogeologic 

unit
• WDEQ Source Water Assessment Program (SWAP) 

program

In addition, the permit data 
are tabulated (by depth vs. 
yield) on maps depicting well 
(and spring) locations on 
Plates IV and XI, and Figures 
8-1 through 8-10. The 
permit data are also included 
in various tables and maps in 
the 2010 Water Plan (MWH 
et al., 2010a) and associated 
Technical Memoranda. In 
general, the WSEO data are 
tabulated and mapped in this 
study for all permits through 
June 2009 and for permits from 2000 through June 2009 to 
illustrate development over the last decade.  

8.3.1 Groundwater permits by permit status
Table 8-3 shows the number of permits by the following eight 
permit-status categories. Table  8-3 does not include permits 
from the MBMG or the TWE.

1. Fully Adjudicated – The well has been drilled and 

inspected, and a certificate of appropriation issued.
2. Complete – A notice of completion of the well has been 

received.
3. Unadjudicated – The well has not yet been inspected but 

may have been drilled. 
4. Incomplete – Notice of completion of the well has not 

been received.
5. Abandoned – Notice that the well has been physically 

abandoned has been received. 
6. Expired – The permit to appropriate groundwater has 

expired, generally because a notice that the well has been 
completed has not been received within the time period 
specified in the original permit or extension.

7. Cancelled – The permit has been cancelled, generally by 

the original permit applicant but perhaps for other reasons.
8. Undefined – The permit shows no designated status.

Status categories 1, 2, 3, and 5 indicate that permitted wells 
have been or probably have been drilled; categories 4, 6, and 
7 indicate that the wells probably were not completed. For 
several permits (category 8), status is not included in the 
database. While Table 8-3 summarizes only the number of 
permits issued to develop and use groundwater, permit status 

Table 8-6.  WSEO groundwater permits in the Wyoming WBRB database by intended use.

Permit type
WSEO
code

Total number
of permits

New since 
2000

Total permitted yield
(gpm)

Municipal MUN 130 13 60,730
Domestic DOM 12,876 3,114 284,644
Industrial IND 341 12 68,167
Coalbed natural gas (CBNG) CBM 27 22 977
Irrigation IRR 458 95 210,077
Stock STK 5,796 1,440 210,966
Miscellaneous MIS 1,754 462 153,128
Monitor MON 1,913 476 1,341
Test TST 97 89 525
Other -- 50 2 1717
Total 23,442 5,725 992,272

Table 8-7.  WSEO groundwater permits in the Wind River Indian Reservation WBRB database by 
intended use.

Permit type Code Number New since 2000
Total permitted yield

(gpm)
Public PUB 3 0 184
Domestic DOM 627 0 8,383
Mineral MIN 8 0 1,101
Commercial COM 2 0 501
Irrigation IRR 1 0 50
Stock STK 40 0 995
Miscellaneous MIS 1 0 100
Other -- 2 0 0
Total 684 0 11,314
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Figure 8-1. Permitted municipal wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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Figure 8-2. Permitted domestic wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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Figure 8-3. Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) Source Water Assessment Program (SWAP) sites, Wind/Bighorn 
River Basin.
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Figure 8-4. Permitted industrial and mineral wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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Figure 8-5. Permitted coalbed natural gas (CBNG) wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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Figure 8-6. Permitted irrigation wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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Figure 8-7. Permitted livestock wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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Figure 8-8. Permitted miscellaneous wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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Figure 8-9. Permitted monitor wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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Figure 8-10. Other permitted wells, Wind/Bighorn River Basin.
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can be used to estimate a range of how many wells have actually 
been drilled in the WBRB by summing status categories 1, 
2, 3, and 5 to set a lower limit and including the undefined 
permits to set an upper limit.  Subtracting abandoned permits 
(category 5) from the range of permits drilled provides a range 
of likely existing wells in the WBRB. From this analysis, 64 to 
76 percent of total permitted wells have actually been installed, 
63 to 74 percent of total permits represent active groundwater 
production, and 42 to 79 percent of wells permitted since 2000 
have been installed, with only one recorded abandonment.

8.3.2 Groundwater permits by depth and yield
Table 8-4 shows the number of permits by depth range, 
and Table 8-5 shows the number of permits by yield range.  
Similarly to Table 8-3, Tables 8-4 and 8-5 do not include 
permits from the MBMG or TWE. 

Approximately 94 percent of all WSEO groundwater permits 
for which depth data are available are for wells less than 500 
feet deep, and approximately 64 percent are for wells less than 
100 feet deep. This trend continued for permits issued from 
2000 through June 2009, with an even larger percentage (68%) 
of permits issued for wells less than 100 feet deep.  Many of 
the permits (54% issued after 2000 and 31% overall) in the 
WSEO database do not include well depth (Section 2.4.2).  

Of the 19,444 groundwater permits in the WBRB database 
for which yield information is available, approximately 95 and 
93 percent are for yields of 0-25 gpm for permits issued after 
2000 and for total permits, respectively. Fewer than 1 percent 
of total permits and permits issued after 2000 are for yields 
greater than 1000 gpm.  Fewer than 3 percent of permits issued 
after 2000 and 4 percent of total permits have been issued for 
yields greater than 100 gpm.

Permitted depths and yields, and the groundwater-permit 
locations on Plates IV and X illustrate that most wells in the 
WBRB are planned and completed in near-surface Quaternary 
and Tertiary hydrogeologic units. This finding confirms that 
adequate recharge is occurring throughout the WBRB to 
provide shallow groundwater for a variety of uses.

8.3.3 Groundwater permits by use

Table 8-6 shows the number of 
WSEO groundwater permits 
issued through June 2009 for ten 
primary permitted use categories 
and “other,” which includes all 
other minor or unique uses. 
Permit information for the 
Reservation provided by the 
TWE is presented in Table 8-7 
by a slightly different list of use 
categories than those in Table 8-6. 

Table 8-8 shows the number of MBMG groundwater permits 
issued through August 2009 by three permitted use categories 
for the Montana area of the WBRB. Because some permits are 
issued for more than one use, the total number of permitted 
uses exceeds the number of permits issued in Tables 8-6, 8-7, 
and 8-8. Tables 8-9 and 8-10 are expanded summary tables 
for WSEO municipal-use permits, and Table 8-11 summarizes 
information on WDEQ SWAP wells and springs that are used 
for both municipal and non-community public water supply.  
A brief discussion of the WDEQ SWAP is provided in Section 
8.3.5.3.  The SWAP provides some information beyond what 
is available in the WSEO groundwater-permits data.

Tables 8-6, 8-7, and 8-8 show that by far most groundwater 
permits in the WBRB are for domestic use at individual 
residences, followed by stock, then monitoring and 
miscellaneous uses.

8.3.4 Permits by mapped location, depth, yield (Plates IV 
and X)
Plate IV maps the location of WSEO, TWE, and MBMG 
permitted groundwater wells and springs compiled for this 
study overlaid on the surface hydrogeology of the WBRB. Most 
wells in the WBRB are completed in Quaternary and Tertiary 
hydrogeologic units. Springs locations were digitized from 
USGS topographic maps. As discussed previously, many of the 
permitted wells may not have been installed; in such cases, the 
location, depth, and yield information in the applications still 
indicate anticipated groundwater use. 

Groundwater-permit statistics are also provided on Plate IV, 
as a table that correlates range of well depth and permitted 
yield, and a graph of number of permits by use. Consistent 
with Tables 8-4 and 8-5, the depth vs. yield table shows that 
by far the most permits issued in the WBRB are for 0-25 gpm, 
across all depth ranges. In addition, the matrix table shows 
the decrease in the number of wells permitted for increasingly 
higher yields across all depth ranges
Plate X shows groundwater permits issued from 2000 through 
June 2009 (these permits are also included on Plate IV) in 
order to evaluate how groundwater development in the WBRB 
has proceeded over the last decade. Substantial groundwater 
development has occurred in the WBRB since the previous 

Table 8-8.  Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology groundwater permits in the Montana WBRB. 

Permit type Code Number New since 2000
Total permitted 

yield (gpm)
Domestic DOM 38 31 1,457
Stock   STK 6 4 102
Monitor MON 1 1 4
Other -- 2 2 64
Total 47 38 1,627
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Table 8-9.  WSEO fully adjudicated groundwater permits for municipal use in the Wyoming WBRB database 
[DOM, domestic; IND, industrial; IRR, irrigation; MIS, miscellaneous; STK, stock; new since 2000, boldface; aq, 
aquifer; Fm, Formation; Ls, Limestone; Ss, Sandstone].

Municipality 
            Well name 
               (other uses)        

WSEO 
Permit No.

Permit 
yield 

(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Permit 
status

Producing
unit

Depth of 
producing 

interval (ft)

Town of Cowley 
MADISON #1 P65794W 850 2300 fully 

adjudicated
Madison Ls 1,996–2,300

Town of Dubois
DUBOIS #6 P86868W 100 84 fully 

adjudicated
alluvium

DUBOIS #7 P72057W 200 76 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 56.0–73.0

DUBOIS NO. 8 P45923W 225 55 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 12.0–50.0

DUBOIS #10 P86824W 500 68 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 17.0–62.0

Town of Hot Springs
Road and Bridge,              
   Legion well #1 (IRR)

P3805W 400 13.5 fully 
adjudicated

City of Lander
City of Lander #1 P52717W 2,320 fully 

adjudicated
Madison Ls 1,118–1,560

Town of Hudson
HUDSON WELL #1 P1390W 200 22 fully 

adjudicated
alluvium

HUDSON #1-A P45333W 37 45 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

HUDSON #1-B P45334W 37 45 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

HUDSON #1-C P45335W 37 45 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

HUDSON # 1-D P45336W 37 45 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

HUDSON #1-E P45337W 37 45 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

HUDSON #1-F P45338W 37 45 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

ENL HUDSON 
WELL    
   #1

P87401W 65 22 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

HUDSON WELL #2 P1391W 75 27 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 19.0–41.0

HUDSON #7 P71922W 25 33 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 9.0–20.0

HUDSON #8 P72907W 20 38 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 9.0–20.0

HUDSON #9 P72908W 22 39 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 9.0–20.0

HUDSON #10 P72909W 20 39 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 9.0–20.0

HUDSON #11 P72910W 50 38 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium 9.0–20.0

Town of Manderson
MANDERSON 
   WATER WELL #2

P1343W 20 1215 fully 
adjudicated

MANDERSON 
   WATER WELL #3

P56800W 65 966.5 fully 
adjudicated
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Municipality 
            Well name 
               (other uses)        

WSEO 
Permit No.

Permit 
yield 

(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Permit 
status

Producing
unit

Depth of 
producing 

interval (ft)

Town of Pavillion
PAVILLION #1 P1111W 40 495 fully 

adjudicated
Wind River Fm 476–484

PAVILLION #2 P1112W 45 500 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm

PAVILLION #7 P76991W 55 1030 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 472–510

NM #4 P59104W 45 510 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 480–500

PAVILLION #6 P70972W 30 506 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 478–910

City of Riverton
AIRPORT WELL 
   EDA I

P34941W 450 1400 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm

AIRPORT WELL #3 P76404W 725 1823.5 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 875–1,750

WWDC, AIRPORT 
   #T3 (MIS)

P26544W 0 0 cancelled

CITY #12 P806W 325 730 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 75–260

CITY #13 P807W 300 700 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 94–650

CITY #14 P2430W 400 730 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 530–560

FEDERAL #15 P29027W 455 840 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 575–804

SUNSET #16 P29028W 535 810 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 450–775

Town of Shoshoni
SHOSHONI #1 P55334W 165 640 fully 

adjudicated
Wind River Fm 260–560

SHOSHONI #4 P41152W 280 620 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 380–595

SHOSHONI #5 P87187W 150 1051 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 453–1,015

SHOSHONI #6 P87186W 280 1040 fully 
adjudicated

Wind River Fm 400–995

Town of Thermopolis
WELL #1 P81898W 875 30 fully 

adjudicated
alluvium

WELL #2 P74205W 400 60 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

WELL #4 P74207W 400 30 fully 
adjudicated

alluvium

City of Worland
Worland #3 P50589W 6000 2334 fully 

adjudicated
ENL Worland #3 P71605W 660 2334 fully 

adjudicated
3RD ENL. HUSKY-
   WORLAND NO. 1 
   WELL (IND, MIS,  
   STK)

P141305W 1028 0 fully 
adjudicated

Madison Ls 2,082–2,756

Husky Worland #1 P47657W 5000 4210 fully 
adjudicated

Totals      47 – of which 1 is new since 2,000 (boldface)

Table 8-9 Continued. 
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Groundwater Determination (Lidstone and Associates, 2003), 
and, consistent with the historic trend, most permits issued over 
the last decade in the WBRB continue to target Quaternary 
and Tertiary hydrogeologic units. 

The depth vs. yield statistics tabulated and graphed on Plate 
X show the same trends identified on Plate IV, with most 
groundwater permits for 0-25 gpm and a decline in the 
number of permits for higher yields across all depth ranges.  
Depth and yield are also depicted on Plate X, using the well-
location symbols. The distribution of permits by depth, and 
to a lesser degree by yield, is fairly mixed, with shallower and 
lower-yield wells dominant generally in interior basin areas 
where flat-lying Quaternary and Tertiary hydrogeologic units 
are developed. Generally deeper and higher-yielding wells are 
permitted in the older Mesozoic and Paleozoic units in folded 
and faulted upland areas surrounding the basins. 

8.3.5 Groundwater permits mapped by use, and depth vs. 
yield statistics (Figures 8-1 through 8-10)
Figures 8-1, 8-2, and 8-4 through 8-10 show the distribution 
of groundwater permits for the use categories in Tables 
8-6, 8-7, and 8-8 overlaid on an abridged version of the 
surface hydrogeology map (Plate IV). Figure 8-3 shows 
the distribution of SWAP wells and springs that are used 
for municipal, domestic, and public supply. Because public 
supply is one of the most important uses of groundwater 
resources, a more comprehensive compilation was performed 
for the WSEO permit data and related WDEQ SWAP data 
on municipal and other (non-community) public supply wells 
and springs. Tables of depth vs. yield for the total number of 
permits and permits since 2000 are included on each of the 
Chapter 8 maps, and permits issued before and after 2000 are 
distinguished by well-location symbols.  In some cases, non-
specific depth or yield information is “coded” (included in the 
total, but not in a category):

1 – unknown 
4 – artesian flowing at surface
5 – pit
6 – artesian not flowing above ground surface
7 – dry

8.3.5.1 WSEO municipal-use permits (Figure 8-1)
Figure 8-1 shows the distribution of WSEO permits for 
municipal and Tribal public use in the WBRB. Consistent 
with Tables 8-6 and 8-7, the depth vs. yield tables on Figure 
8-1 show 133 WSEO permits of which 13 were installed from 
January 2000 through June 2009. Most municipal permits 
are for yields ranging to 500 gpm, distributed across depths 
ranging to more than 1000 feet.  Most permits since 2000 are 
for depths greater than 1,000 feet and for yields greater than 
1,000 gpm (5) and for 25 gpm or less (5). No municipal-use 
permits were included in the MBMG data.

Tables 8-9 and 8-10 distinguish the 130 municipal-use 
groundwater permits on file with the WSEO by status.  Table 
8-9 summarizes selected information on 44 municipal-use 
permits that have been fully adjudicated.  Three of the permits 
in Table 8-9 are for multiple uses. Most of the permits in 
Table 8-9 include information on yield, well depth, depth of 
the producing interval, and the producing hydrogeologic unit.  
As fully adjudicated groundwater appropriations by definition 
indicate that the well has been inspected, the information in 
Table 8-9 (for which information on producing interval was 
obtained from WDEQ SWAP data) is presumed to be fairly 
accurate.  The wells in Table 8-9 produce water from alluvial 
aquifers, the Wind River aquifer in the (Wind River Basin), 
or the Madison-Bighorn aquifer in the Bighorn Basin and 
corresponding Paleozoic aquifer system units in the WRB 
(Plates II and III). 

Table 8-10 summarizes the same information as that in Table 
8-9 for 83 incomplete, cancelled, abandoned, and undefined 
WSEO permits.  Fifteen of the permits in Table 8-10 are for 
multiple uses. While cancelled permits may or may not be 
associated with a completed well, abandoned status generally 
refers to a previously existing well.  Most of the Table 8-10 
permits include yield and well depth; however, only fifteen 
include the producing hydrogeologic unit (alluvial aquifers, 
the Wind River aquifer, and the Madison-Bighorn aquifer). 
Permits with the most information, especially those that 
include the depth of the producing interval (which is generally 
provided by the well owner after the well has been completed) 
are most likely to be associated with completed wells and may 
provide actual use volume.

8.3.5.2 Domestic-use permits (Figure 8–2)
Domestic water withdrawals include non–community public 
water systems and rural domestic users.  Tables 8-6, 8-7, 
and 8-8 show that groundwater permits for domestic use 
outnumber permits for all other uses combined, with 12,876 
WSEO permits, 627 TWE permits, and 38 MBMG permits.

Figure 8-2 shows the distribution of domestic-use permits in 
the WBRB. Most domestic wells are in rural areas, including 
areas where groundwater is the sole reliable source of water. 
Wells are located mostly along rivers and other surface drainages 
within the interior basins, completed primarily in Quaternary 
and Tertiary geologic units. A smaller number of domestic-use 
permits are associated with population centers. The depth vs. 
yield tables on Figure 8-2 show that by far most of groundwater 
permits are for depths of 500 feet or less and yields to 25 gpm 
for both total permits and permits issued since 2000.  More 
than one-third of domestic-use permits are coded or have no 
recorded depth; a much smaller number (43) have coded yield 
information. Figure 8-2 also shows that domestic-use wells 
have been mostly permitted at relatively shallow depth within 
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Table 8-10.  WSEO incomplete, cancelled, abandoned, and permits with no listed status in the Wyoming WBRB database by 
municipal use.
[DOM, domestic; IND, industrial; IRR, irrigation; MIS, miscellaneous; STK, stock; new since 2000, boldface; aq, aquifer; Fm, 
Formation; Ls, Limestone; Ss, Sandstone].

Municipality 
            Well Name 
               (other uses)        

WSEO 
Permit No.

Permit 
yield 

(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Permit 
status

Producing 
unit

Depth of 
producing 

interval (ft)

Town of Burlington

BURLINGTON #1 P72148W/
P72149W

500 42 cancelled alluvium

BURLINGTON #1 P72977W abandoned

BURLINGTON #2 P72978W 100 41 abandoned alluvium

BURLINGTON WELL 
   #3

P77827W 48 alluvium 25.0–35.0

Town of Byron

ENL MADISON #1 P70335W 0 2300 cancelled

TOWN OF BYRON P45996W 1200 13.5 cancelled

Town of Cody

Valley View Water 
   Well #1

P793W 15 30 cancelled

Town of Deaver

#1 P66522W 300 0 cancelled

Town of Dubois

DUBOIS WATER 
   SYSTEM WELL #2

P224W 70 47

DUBOIS 
   DOWNTOWN #3

P1721W 300 25

DUBOIS WATER 
   SYSTEM WELL #3

P225W 250 50 abandoned

DUBOIS #4 P2108W 150 47 abandoned

DUBOIS 
   DOWNTOWN #5

P36138W 900 0 cancelled

DUBOIS WELL #9 P31790W 800 0 cancelled

DUBOIS #9 P72056W 100 51 cancelled

DUBOIS NO. 11 P178782W 1200 0

YARBOROUGH #5 P27269W 30 40 cancelled

Town of Frannie 

ENL Frannie Unit #136 P123649W 0 0 cancelled

Town of Greybull

UNDERGROUND #1 P8426W 1000 0 cancelled

WWDC, Greybull #1 
   (MIS)

P62476W 85 3250 cancelled Madison– 
Bighorn aq.

2,450–3,250

WWDC, ENL. Shell 
   Valley #1 Well 
   (MIS)

P179086W 0 3379 Madison Ls 1,850–2,440

WWDC, ENL. Shell 
   #2 Well (MIS)

P179087W 0 3379 incomplete Madison Ls 2,646–2,940

Shell Valley #2 P75583W 1200 3379

WWDC, ENL. Shell 
   #3 Well (MIS)

P179088W 0 2051 Madison– 
Bighorn aq.

1,055–2,051
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Table 8-10.  Continued.

Municipality 
            Well Name 
               (other uses)        

WSEO 
Permit No.

Permit 
yield 

(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Permit 
status

Producing 
unit

Depth of 
producing 

interval (ft)

WWDC Shell #3 (MIS) P102870W 1000 2051 incomplete

Town of Kirby

Town of Kirby well #3 P74046W 40 670

WELL #1 (DUG) P1632W 450 15 cancelled

WELL #1 P77215W 20 60

WELL #2 (DUG) P1633W 55 15

WELL #2 P77217W 25 0 cancelled

WELL #3 P82092W 20 156 incomplete

WELL #4 P78034W 20 140 incomplete

WELL #5 P77908W 20 200

WELL #6 P77909W 20 110

WELL #7 P78026W 12 200 incomplete

WELL #8 P77910W 20 200

WELL #9 P78027W 20 0 cancelled

WELL #10 P78028W 20 130

WELL #11 P78029W 20 160

WELL #12 P78030W 20 160 incomplete

WELL #13 P78031W 20 130

WELL #14 P78032W 20 160 incomplete

WELL #15 P91102W 40 210 cancelled

WELL #15 P78033W 0

City of Lander

LANDER FIELD #F1 P42336W 400 0 cancelled

LANDER FIELD #F2 P42337W 400 0 cancelled

LANDER FIELD #F3 P42338W 400 0 cancelled

Lander Well 
   Treatment Plant 3A

P134639W 0 85 alluvium 56.0–75.0

City of Lander #2 P28663W

Lander City golf course 
   #1 (IRR)

P6071W 100 0 cancelled

Hartnett #1 (DOM, 
   IND, IRR)

P943W 50 0 cancelled

City of Lander #1 P31247W 1000 cancelled

Town of Lovell

LOVELL #1 P50274W 0 0 cancelled

Town of Manderson

WWDC, Manderson 
   Wild Horse #1(MIS)

P99757W 270 5419 incomplete Madison Ls 5,029–5,332

WWDC, ENL. 
   Manderson Wild 
   Horse #1 Well (MIS)

P179084W 55 5419 Madison Ls

Ormsbee Development Co.

MIMAR #1 P557W 30 110
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Municipality 
            Well Name 
               (other uses)        

WSEO 
Permit No.

Permit 
yield 

(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Permit 
status

Producing 
unit

Depth of 
producing 

interval (ft)

MIMAR #2 P558W 30 110

MIMAR #3 P559W 30 110

Town of Pavillion

PAVILLION #7 P73491W 25 515 cancelled

PAVILLION #8 P98757W 30 517 incomplete Wind River Fm 504–512

ENL PAVILLION #8 P102274W 35 517 incomplete

S #5 P62641W 0 705 abandoned Wind River Fm

TOP #3 P34345W 40 510 cancelled

City of Riverton

WELL #17 P180221W 400 0

WELL NO. 17 P151725W 325 0

SUNSET #T 4 P26814W –1 –1 abandoned

HONOR FARM 
   MUNICIPAL WELL 
   #1

P104356W 870 incomplete Wind River Fm 486–783

Airport well #3 P71844W 450 cancelled

Town of Shoshoni

Shoshoni #2 P13818W/
P55335W

150 cancelled

Shoshoni #3 P13819W 150 cancelled
Town of Ten Sleep 

WATER WELL #2 P40517W 2000 1098 cancelled Madison Ls 860–1,098
Town of Thermopolis

Town of Thermopolis 
   Well #1

P74204W 600 cancelled

Red Lane watershed
   improvement district, 
   Sacajawea (DOM, 
   IRR, STK)

P1874W –1 1200 cancelled

City of Worland

Worland #2 P50588W 6000
Worland #4 P50590W 6000
ENL Husky #1 (STK) P71604W 200 4210 cancelled
WWDC, 4th ENL. 
   Husky–Worland #1 
   Well (MIS)

P179083W 3465 4210

WWDC, ENL. Wild 
   Horse #2 (MIS)

P179085W 0 5351

WWDC, Wild Horse 
   #2 (MIS)

P100870W 150 5351 incomplete

3RD ENL. 
   WORLAND NO. 3 
   WELL (IND, MIS,  
   STK)

P141306W 1028 0

WWDC, 4th ENL. 
   Worland #3 Well 
   (MIS)

P179082W 3465 2334 Madison Ls 2,236–2,334

Totals          83 – of which 12 are new since 2000 (bold face)

Table 8-10.  Continued.
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Table 8–11.  Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality SWAP wells and springs.
[DOM, domestic; IND, industrial; IRR, irrigation; MIS, miscellaneous; STK, stock; new since 2000, boldface; aq, 
aquifer; Fm, Formation; Ls, Limestone; Ss, Sandstone].

Municipality 
           WellName              

Public Water 
System
Well ID

WSEO 
Permit No.

Yield 
(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Source 
type

Producing 
unit

Town of Burlington            
BURLINGTON WELL 5601098–102 P79233W 85 45 Well alluvium
   #3
BURLINGTON WELL 5601098–101 P77827W 85 45 Well alluvium
   #4

Town of Cowley

MADISON #1 5600206–101 P65794W 850 2300 Well Madison Ls
Town of Dubois          

DUBOIS WATER 5600177–105 P225W 250 50 Well alluvium
   SYSTEM WELL #3
DUBOIS #6 5600177–101 P86868W 100 84 Well alluvium

DUBOIS #7 5600177–104 P72057W 200 76 Well alluvium

DUBOIS #8 5600177–102 P45923W 225 55 Well alluvium

DUBOIS #9 5600177–103 P72056W 100 51 Well alluvium
DUBOIS #10 5600177–111 P86824W 500 68 Well alluvium

Town of Greybull          
GREYBULL #1 
   (GREY WELL)

5600022–105 P62476W 85 3250 Well Madison–
Bighorn aq.

SHELL #3 5600022–104 P102870W 1000 2051 Well Madison–
Bighorn aq.

Town of Hudson          
Well #2 5600183–101–

thB
P45334W 37 45 Well alluvium

Well #3 5600183–101–
thC

P45335W 37 45 Well alluvium

Well #4 5600183–101–
thD

P45336W 37 45 Well alluvium

Well #5 5600183–101–
thE

P45337W 37 45 Well alluvium

Well #6 5600183–101–
thF

P45338W 37 45 Well alluvium

Well #7 5600183–102–
thA

P71922W 25 33 Well alluvium

Well #8 5600183–102–
thB

P72907W 20 77 Well alluvium

Well #9 5600183–102–
thC

P72908W 22 39 Well alluvium

Well #10 5600183–102–
thD

P72909W 20 39 Well alluvium

Well #11 5600183–102–
thE

P72910W 50 38 Well alluvium

City of Lander          
LANDER WELL 5600176–105 P134639W 0 85 Well alluvium
   TREATMENT PLANT
   3A
LANDER WELL 5600805–105 P134639W 0 85 Well alluvium
   TREATMENT PLANT
   3A – Consecutive
CITY OF LANDER #1 5600176–103 P52717W 130 2320 Well Madison Ls
CITY OF LANDER 
   #1 – Consecutive

5600805–103 P52717W 130 2320 Well Madison Ls
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Municipality 
           WellName              

Public Water 
System
Well ID

WSEO 
Permit No.

Yield 
(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Source 
type

Producing 
unit

Town of Manderson    
MANDERSON WILD         
   HORSE #1

5601454–101 P99757W 270 5419 Well Madison Ls

MANDERSON WILD   
   HORSE #1 –   
   Consecutive

5600204–104 P99757W 270 5419 Well Madison Ls

WILD HORSE #2 5601454–102 P100870W 150 5351 Well Madison Ls

WILD HORSE #2 – 
   Consecutive

5600204–105 P100870W 150 5351 Well Madison Ls

MANDERSON WATER 
   WELL #2

5600204–103 P1343W 20 1215 Well Madison Ls

MANDERSON WATER 
   WELL #3

5600204–102 P56800W 65 966 Well Madison Ls

Town of Pavillion    
TOWN OF PAVILLION 
   #1

5600039–101 P1111W 40 495 Well Wind River Fm

TOWN OF PAVILLION 
   #2

5600039–102 P1112W 45 500 Well Wind River Fm

PAVILLION #6 5600039–104 P70972W 30 506 Well Wind River Fm
PAVILLION #7 5600039–105 P76991W 30 515 Well Wind River Fm
Well #8 5600039–106 P98757W 30 517 Well Wind River Fm

City of Riverton
AIRPORT WELL #2 5600047–113 P34941W 450 1400 Well Wind River Fm
AIRPORT WELL #3 5600047–102 P76404W 275 1823 Well Wind River Fm
CITY #12 5600047–106 P806W 325 730 Well Wind River Fm
CITY #13 5600047–108 P807W 300 700 Well Wind River Fm
CITY #14 5600047–112 P2430W 400 730 Well Wind River Fm
FEDERAL #15 5600047–111 P29027W 455 840 Well Wind River Fm
SUNSET #16 5600047–104 P29028W 535 810 Well Wind River Fm
Honor Farm Well 5600047–114 P104356W 400 1150 Well Wind River Fm
BURCH #4 5600047–110 P11G 475 600 Well Wind River Fm
FENTON #3 5600047–107 P12G 200 609 Well Wind River Fm
HIBER #6 5600047–109 P9G 225 645 Well Wind River Fm
RYAN HEIGHTS #9 5600047–105 P250C 150 605 Well Wind River Fm
RESERVOIR #11 5600047–103 P214G 225 994 Well Wind River Fm

Town of Shoshoni
SHOSHONI #1 
   (WELL #2)

5600053–101 P55334W 175 640 Well Wind River Fm

WELL #3 TOWN OF   
   SHOSHONI

5600053–103 P35G 50 446 Well Wind River Fm

SHOSHONI #2 5600053–102 P55335W 150 580 Well Wind River Fm
SHOSHONI #4 5600053–104 P41152W 280 620 Well Wind River Fm
SHOSHONI #5 5600053–105 P87187W 150 1051 Well Wind River Fm
SHOSHONI #6 5600053–106 P87186W 280 1040 Well Wind River Fm

Town of Ten Sleep 
TEN SLEEP #1 5600203–101 P368G 350 1050 Well Darwin Ss and 

Madison Ls
TEN SLEEP #2 5600203–102 P48580W 500 1098 Well Madison Ls

Town of Thermopolis

Table 8–11.  Continued.
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Municipality 
           WellName              

Public Water 
System
Well ID

WSEO 
Permit No.

Yield 
(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Source 
type

Producing 
unit

WELL NO 1 5600056–101 P81898W 275 30 Well Quaternary 
alluvium

WELL NO 1 –  
   Consecutive

5601083–101 P81898W 275 30 Well

WELL NO 2 5600056–102 P74205W 400 60 Well Quaternary 
alluvium

WELL NO 2 –  
   Consecutive

5601083–102 P74205W 400 60 Well

WELL NO 3 5600056–103 P74207W 400 30 Well Quaternary 
alluvium

WELL NO 3 – 
   Consecutive

5601083–103 P74207W 400 30 Well

City of Worland
WORLAND #3 5600197–102 P50589W 6000 2334 Well Madison Ls
HUSKY WORLAND #1 5600197–101 P47657W 5000 4210 Well Madison Ls

Wells without known 
Municipality

[unnamed] 5600983–101 Unknown 
(spring?)

Spring landslide 
deposits

#1 AMERICAN  
   COLLOID

5601252–105 P22667W 5 18 Well alluvium

#2 CAR GARDGE 5601482–101 P82799W 40 500 Well Wind River Fm

3 MILE CG WELL W #1 5680017–101 P113529W 0 62 Well Shoshone River 
gravels

ABSAROKA MTN  
   LODGE #1

5600467–101 P91381W 23 108 Well

ACC WELL #2 5601252–104 P22668W Well alluvium
ACC WELL #6 5601252–102 P98546W 15 22 Well alluvium
ACC WELL #7 5601252–101 P102677W 40 35 Well alluvium

AMERICAN COLLOID  
   #3

5601252–103 P58922W 1000 40 Well alluvium

ANDREWS #2 5601225–101 P42911W 100 446 Well Wind River Fm
B. C. #1 5600744–102 P83761W 20 65 Well Powell Terrace
BCU WATER WELL 
   #26

5601185–101 P1350W 75 113 Well Wind River Fm

BEARTOOTH 
   CAMPGROUND #1

5680237–101 P62852W 10 75 Well Oldest Gneiss 
Complex

BEARTOOTH 
   CAMPGROUND #2

5680237–102 P62850W 10 105 Well Oldest Gneiss 
Complex

BOAT CLUB #2 5600744–101 P83759W 40 75 Well Powell Terrace

BOULDER PARK 
   CAMPGROUND  
   SPRING

5680004–101 Spring glacial deposits

BRUNNER WELL #1 5600860–101 P13303W 25 40 Well alluvium
BRUNO #1 5600464–101 P76248W 5 40 Well
Bull Lake Cr. #1 5601042–101 P71841W 20 340 Well Wind River Fm.
BUS GARAGE 5601482–102 P84081 24 515 Well Wind River Fm
CASTLE ROCK 
CENTRE #3

5601237–105 P74740W 10 80 Well

CIRCLE J #1 5601165–101 P59450W 25 35 Well
CIRCLE J #2 5601165–103 P59451W 20 30 Well

Table 8–11.  Continued.
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Municipality 
           WellName              

Public Water 
System
Well ID

WSEO 
Permit No.

Yield 
(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Source 
type

Producing 
unit

CIRCLE J #3 5601165–102 P59452W 25 30 Well
CITY #14 5600047–112 P2430W 400 730 Well Wind River Fm
CLARK SCHOOL #2 5601059–101 P71369W 20 70 Well alluvium
CODY KOA #1 5601372–102 P42283W 32 50 Well
COTTONWOOD BAY 
   WELL #2

5600659–101 P139251W 25 740 Well Wind River Fm

COY #1 5601219–102 P74837W 20 107 Well
CWC FIELD STATION  
   #1

5601366–101 P80820W 25 77 Well alluvium

DEER HAVEN SPRING 5600565–101 P22167D Spring glacial deposits
EAGLE CREEK CG  
   EAST

5680216–101 P62861W 10 55 Well Shoshone River 
gravels

EAGLE CREEK CG 
   MIDDLE

5680217–101 Well Shoshone River 
gravels

EAGLE CREEK CG 
   WEST

5680218–101 P62854W 10 55 Well Shoshone River 
gravels

ENL BUFFALO BILL 
   BOY SCOUT WELL  
   #1

5601373–101 P69123W 195 15 Well alluvium/
colluvium

FIRST FIKE #1 5600194–101 P31920W 20 340 Well Wind River Fm
FISHING BRIDGE   
   SPRING

5680079–102 Spring undivided 
surficial deposits 

and rhyolite flows
FIVE SPRINGS 
   CAMPGROUND

5680240–101 P68662W 2 69 Well landslide deposits

FREMONT BAY 
   WELL #2

5600658–101 P139250W 640 Well Wind River Fm

GAINES #1 5600180–101 P35482W 25 180 Well Wind River Fm

GAINES #2 5600180–102 P35651W 60 180 Well Wind River Fm
GARDENS NORTH #1 5600774–101 P48745W 125 400 Well Wind River Fm

GEORGIA PACIFIC #2 5600611–102 P68485W 120 1213 Well
GEORGIA PACIFIC #3 5600611–103 P75007W 40 100 Well
GOOSEBERRY #3 5601194–101 P78289W 5 1792 Well Fort Union Fm
HALLETT #4 5601275–101 P91732W 0 Well Tensleep Fm

HART #1 5600861–101 P98368W 200 712 Well

HIMES #1 5600611–101 P5878W 80 1125 Well
HRUZA #1 5600175–101 P33113W 25 61 Well alluvium

HYATTVILLE #1 5600209–101 P2186W 130 2895 Well Madison Ls

INDIAN CREEK CG 
   WELL

5680078–101 Well undivided 
surficial deposits

KOA #1 5600702–101 P23722W 15 60 Well
K–Z #1 5600448–101 P99148W 5 100 Well
L. B. HORN WATER 
   WELL #1

5600228–102 P2224W 63.6 25 Well

LAKE SPRING 5680079–101 Spring undivided 
surficial deposits 

and rhyolite flows
LAMAR SPRING 5680080–101 Spring undivided 

surficial deposits

Table 8–11.  Continued.
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Municipality 
           WellName              

Public Water 
System
Well ID

WSEO 
Permit No.

Yield 
(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Source 
type

Producing 
unit

LEIGH CREEK 
   DUMP STATION

5601539–101 P145525W Well Oldest Gneiss 
Complex

LODGE SPRING 5601400–101 32/4/27D Spring Aycross Fm

LOWER WIND RIVER 
   #1

5600656–101 P25988W 25 100 Well alluvium

MADISON SPRING 5680082–101 Spring rhyolite flows, 
tuff, and intrusive 

igneous rock
MEADOWLARK LAKE 
   LODGE WELL #2

5600362–101 P92722W 25 80 Well

MEDICINE LODGE #1 5600979–101 P33514W 25 60 Well alluvium
MOUNTAIN VIEW 
   ACRES #1

5600182–101 P34939W 60 575 Well Wind River Fm

MOUNTAIN VIEW 
   ACRES #2

5600182–102 P57548W 34 455 Well Wind River Fm

NEWTON CREEK #12 5680221–101 Well Shoshone River 
gravels

NIPPER #1 5600179–101 P42159W 20 210 Well Wind River Fm
NIPPER #2 5600179–102 P32724W 40 260 Well Wind River Fm
NIPPER #3 5600179–103 P42160W 20 190 Well Wind River Fm

NM #4 5600039–103 P59104W 45 510 Well Wind River Fm

NORRIS WELL #1 5680084–101 Well undivided 
surficial deposits

NORRIS WELL #2 5680084–102 Well undivided 
surficial deposits

NORRIS WELL #3 5680084–103 Well undivided 
surficial deposits

NORTH END WATER 
   USERS #2

5600043–102 P29189W 250 50 Well terrace and 
alluvium

NORTH END WATER 
   USERS #3

5600043–103 P94521W 300 65 Well terrace and 
alluvium

NORTH END WATER 
   USERS WELL #1

5600043–101 P1416W 250 40 Well terrace and 
alluvium

NORTH FORK 
   CAMPGROUND #1

5600667–101 P76421W 25 88 Well alluvium

NORTH SHORE BAY 
   CAMPGROUND #1

5601268–101 P101958W Well Shoshone River 
gravels

PAHASKA 
   CAMPGROUND

5600439–101 P62862W 10 55 Well

PINNACLE RANCH #1 5600407–101 P90819W 100 35 Well
RANGER CREEK 
   CAMPGROUND

5680243–101 P71210W 5 60 Well glacial deposits

REX HALE 
   CAMPGROUND

5680224–101 P62857W 10 55 Well Shoshone River 
gravels

SECOND FIKE 5600195–101 Well Wind River Fm
SEVEN D #1 5600566–101 P31265W 25 145 Well

SHELL FALLS SPRING 5680008–101 Spring landslide deposits 
and Bighorn 

Dolomite

Table 8–11.  Continued.
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Municipality 
           WellName              

Public Water 
System
Well ID

WSEO 
Permit No.

Yield 
(gpm)

Well 
depth 

(ft)

Source 
type

Producing 
unit

SHELL VALLEY #1 
   (SHELL #1)

5600022–103 P75584W 300 2440 Well Madison Ls

SHELL VALLEY #2 
   (SHELL WELL #2)

5600022–102 P75583W 1200 3379 Well Madison Ls

SINKS CAMP UPPER 
   NO. 1

5680201–101 P27263W 25 60 Well alluvium

SINKS CANYON 
STATE PARK HQ #1

5601190–101 P81368W 10 151 Well alluvium

SITTING BULL 
   CAMPGROUND 
   WELL

5680005–101 P92153W 5 200 Well Oldest Gneiss 
Complex

SPENCER #1 5600184–101 P26444W 20 175 Well Wind River Fm
SPENCER #2 5600184–102 P459W 10 60 Well Wind River Fm
SPENCER WELL #1 5600173–101 P406C 50 300 Well Wind River Fm
SPRING 5601407–101 Spring Oldest Gneiss 

Complex
STATE LAND WATER 
   WELL #1

5600228–101 P2225W 35 698 Well

TIMBERLINE UPPER 
   RANCH WELL #1

5600933–101 P68341W 7 120 Well

TOWER FALLS SPRING 5680089–101 Spring undivided 
surficial deposits 

and rhyolite flows
TOWER JUNCTION 
   SPRING

5680090–101 Spring undivided 
surficial deposits

TOWNSEND CREEK 
   SPRING

5600389–101 P22750D Spring Louis Lake 
Pluton

TUFF WELL #2 5601189–101 P72676W 5 121 Well Wind River Fm

TYRELL RANGER 
   STATION

5601009–101 P114264W 10 240 Well glacial deposits

UPPER WIND RIVER 
   #2

5600655–101 P72677W 25 100 Well alluvium

VALLEY FARMS #2 5601193–101 P60148W 20 68 Well Meeteetse Fm
Wapiti Campground well 
   #1

5680019–101 Well Shoshone River 
gravels

WAPITI SCHOOL #1 
   WELL

5600571–101 P87741W 20 70 Well landslide deposits

Well #1 5600183–101–
thA

P45333W 37 45 Well alluvium

WELL #1 5680086–101 Well undivided 
surficial deposits

WELL #1 5680152–101 Well undivided 
surficial deposits

WELL #2 5680086–102 Well undivided 
surficial deposits

WELL #2 5680152–102 Well undivided 
surficial deposits

[unnamed] 5600175–102 well alluvium
[unnamed] 5601337–101 terrace and 

alluvium
[unnamed] 5601141–101 P42882
[unnamed] 5601240–103 P71754

Totals 177        146 – of which 6 are new since 2000 (boldface)

Table 8–11.  Continued.
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virtually all hydrogeologic units (including confining units) 
throughout the WBRB, illustrating that useful quantities of 
relatively shallow groundwater can be found at many locations 
and confirming that recharge is widespread within the WBRB.

8.3.5.3 Source Water Assessment Program (SWAP) wells 
and springs (Figure 8-3)
The SWAP, a component of the federal Safe Drinking Water 
Act designed to help states protect public water systems 
(PWSs), applies to both municipal and non-community 
public systems.  The program, administered by the WDEQ 
Water Quality Division (WQD) and voluntary for the PWSs, 
includes the development of source-water assessments and 
protection plans, referred to as Wellhead Protection Plans 
(WHPs), for groundwater PWSs.  A source-water assessment 
entails determining the source-water contributing area, 
inventorying potential sources of contamination to the PWS(s), 
determining the susceptibility of the PWS(s) to identified 
potential contaminants, and summarizing the information in 
a report.  An important aspect of these reports relative to this 
study is that the producing hydrogeologic unit is commonly 
identified.  As discussed in Section 5.7.2, the individual PWS 
reports are also a good source of information on potential local 
area contaminant sources and other information on specific 
groundwater sources. The development and implementation 
of SWAP/WHP assessments and plans is ongoing throughout 
Wyoming.  Additional information on the SWAP in Wyoming 
can be accessed at

http://deq.state.wy.us/wqd/www/SWP%20WHP/  
 SWAP%20FAQs.asp

Copies of the Source Water Assessment Reports for specific 
PWS systems in the WBRB can be accessed at

http://deq.state.wy.us/wqd/www/SWP%20WHP/  
 index.asp

Figure 8-3 shows the distribution of WDEQ SWAP wells and 
springs in the WBRB. The depth vs. yield tables on Figure 
8-3 show 177 SWAP wells, 6 of which were constructed after 
January 2000. Most SWAP wells and springs are for yields 
ranging to 500 gpm distributed across depths ranging to more 
than 1000 feet. Most of the SWAP wells have associated WSEO 
permit number, yield, and depth. 

Table 8-11 provides information on 177 SWAP wells and 
springs, seven of which provide water for more than one PWS 
(labeled “consecutive” in Table 8-11). Most (146) of the wells 
and springs listed in Table 8-11 have WSEO permit numbers. 
Twenty one wells and springs in the SWAP data do not include 
WSEO permit numbers, yield, or well depth.  Several of the 
SWAP wells and springs with WSEO permit numbers are 

not found in the WSEO data. These permits were either not 
included during transfer to a new database system or otherwise 
not included. Limitations of the WSEO database are discussed 
in Section 2.4 and Appendix C.  A notable feature of Table 
8-11 is that in addition to alluvial aquifers, the Wind River 
aquifer, and the Madison–Bighorn aquifer, many geologic 
units are identified as producing units, including a wider range 
of Quaternary and Tertiary (surficial) deposits and various 
volcanic and Precambrian units.  

8.3.5.4 Industrial and mineral use and CBNG permits 
(Figures 8-4 and 8-5)
Tables 8-6 and 8-7 show that as of June 2009, 349 permits 
for industrial and mineral (IND) use, including 8 from the 
TWE data (MIN), and 27 coalbed natural gas (CBNG) 
permits had been issued in the WBRB. Industrial use in the 
WSEO data covers a wide range of sub-categories. Examples 
of self-supplied general industrial facility operational use for 
groundwater include fabrication, processing, washing, and 
cooling. Groundwater use for non-fuels mining includes 
extraction, milling (crushing, screening, washing, flotation), 
and other activities associated with producing and processing 
metallic and industrial mineral ores and stone, sand, and gravel. 
Groundwater use for fuels mining includes the production 
of uranium, coal, petroleum, and natural gas. Groundwater 
withdrawn for industrial and both non-fuels and fuels mining 
operations is also commonly reused for general industrial 
purposes such as dust control. Specific industrial uses are not 
identified in the WSEO-compiled database; the individual 
permits must be examined.  A full review of all permits was 
beyond the scope of this project, but the smaller number of fully 
adjudicated industrial- and mineral-use permits was reviewed 
to illustrate common sub-categories, with the following results:

• 31 for injection, primarily for enhanced oil and gas 
recovery

• 7 for gypsum wallboard production
• 6 for uranium mill processing
• 1 for gas processing
• 1 for sodium chloride and potassium chloride 

processing
• 1 for mixing concrete
• 1 for fire suppression, drinking water, general use, and 

dust suppression (uranium mine)
• 1 for light industrial/commercial use and drinking 

water
• 1 for drinking water for a trailer subdivision

Figures 8-4 and 8-5 show the distribution of industrial, 
mineral, and CBNG permits in the WBRB, permits issued 
before and after 2000, and Tribal Water Engineer (TWE) 
permits. Most industrial and mineral wells in the WBRB are 
clustered in rural areas around conventional oil and gas fields 

http://deq.state.wy.us/wqd/www/SWP%20WHP/SWAP%20FAQs.asp
http://deq.state.wy.us/wqd/www/SWP%20WHP/SWAP%20FAQs.asp
http://deq.state.wy.us/wqd/www/SWP%20WHP/index.asp 
http://deq.state.wy.us/wqd/www/SWP%20WHP/index.asp 
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(Figure 5-3) and a former uranium mining area in the Gas 
Hills (Figures 5-7 and 5-9). Industrial developments are 
mostly located at lower elevations around the perimeter of the 
basins within Mesozoic and Tertiary outcrop areas. Fewer wells 
are located within interior areas of the basins in Quaternary 
and Tertiary outcrop areas. The few CBNG wells in the WBRB 
are completed in Tertiary Fort Union coal beds in the Wind 
River Basin and in Cretaceous Mesa Verde coals in the Bighorn 
Basin. 

The depth vs. yield tables on Figure 8-4 show that industrial/
mineral groundwater permits have been issued over a range of 
depths to greater than 1000 feet, with most permitted yields 
to 500 gpm for both total permits and permits issued since 
2000.  Approximately half the industrial/mineral–use permits 
are coded or have no recorded depth, 43 have coded yield 
information, and none of the TWE data include depth.  The 
depth vs. yield tables on Figure 8-5 show that all the CBNG 
wells are permitted by the WSEO for 100 gpm and that all but 
four have no recorded depth.  Most of the CBNG permits have 
been issued since 2000. 

8.3.5.4.1 Groundwater use for energy development
Groundwater produced during energy development constitutes 
most withdrawal for industrial and mining (WSEO–IND) 
use and also accounts for most total withdrawal for all uses 
(Table   8-2c).  Withdrawal in this category in the WBRB is 
primarily associated with conventional oil and gas operations, 
with lesser amounts for CBNG and historic uranium and coal 
mining. In conventional oil and gas production, groundwater 
is produced as a byproduct and mostly disposed of by various 
methods; a smaller amount is used beneficially in processing 
or associated operational activities (e.g., drilling, dust 
suppression). In contrast, groundwater extraction is integral to 
CBNG operations because the hydraulic pressure in the host 
coal beds must be lowered to liberate dissolved and adsorbed 
methane, and groundwater flow functions to transport the 
gas phase to production wells.  Therefore, groundwater 
production for CBNG production is considered a beneficial 
use in Wyoming, and permitting by the WSEO is required in 
addition to permitting of gas production by the WOGCC or 
BLM, depending on mineral ownership. Permits for CBNG 
withdrawals are, therefore, included in the WSEO database 
compiled for this project, while produced water withdrawals 
from conventional oil and gas operations are not, unless the 
water is put to a beneficial use. Information on produced water 
associated with conventional oil and gas operations and 
additional information on CBNG wells may be obtained from 
the WOGCC office in Casper or from their website,

http://wogcc.state.wy.us/

CBNG development in the WBRB has been insignificant 
compared with that in other basins (20 wells in the Wind River 

Basin, none in the Bighorn Basin); however, coal seams with 
CBNG production potential are present in the WBRB, and 
it is likely that coalbed groundwater and methane production 
will increase in the future. Groundwater production on the 
order of 5–15 gpm per well is generally required for efficient 
CBNG production.  CBNG operations produce (use) an 
estimated 940 acre-feet of groundwater annually in the WBRB. 
To date, approximately 2,532 acre-feet of groundwater have 
been withdrawn during CBNG operations in the WBRB (pers. 
comm., WOGCC, 2011).

Figure 5-3 shows the locations of conventional oil and 
gas fields in the WBRB, where groundwater is produced in 
very large volumes as a byproduct. Conventional oil and gas 
operations in the WBRB produce an estimated 582 acre-feet 
of fresh and 90,451 acre-feet of saline groundwater each year 
(Table 8-2c). Approximately 151,364 acre-feet of groundwater 
was produced in 2009, and 4,178,445 acre-feet has been 
produced to date (pers. comm., WOGCC, 2011).  Options for 
managing produced water (including CBNG water) as allowed 
by the quality and the volume of the water produced, include:  

• Underground injection for storage, permanent 
disposal, or enhanced recovery (water flooding, 
pressure maintenance)

• Infiltration from unlined pits and subsurface structures 
(tinhorns and other Class V injection facilities)

• Evaporation from pits, landspreading, and landfarming
• Surface discharge for surface flows and associated uses:

o domestic use (rare)

o wildlife and livestock watering

o wetlands, fish, and other aquatic wildlife habitat 
maintenance

o irrigation

• General industrial uses:
o drilling

o road application and dust control

o fire control

o washing

o power generation

Figures 5-3 and 5-4 show the location of Class II and Class I 
injection wells that can inject produced water from oil and gas 
operations for a variety of purposes. The WOGCC, BLM, and 
EPA permit Class II wells to operators for disposal of their own 
produced water.  The WDEQ permits Class I wells for disposal 
of non-hazardous wastewaters from a variety of sources.  The 
WOGCC and BLM also permit evaporation pits to operators 
for disposal of their produced water, generally in the field 

http://wogcc.state.wy.us/
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where the water was produced (Figure 5-3). Figure 5-4 also 
shows the location of commercial disposal pits where produced 
water and other non-hazardous water (by RCRA criteria) from 
a variety of sources can evaporate.

Produced water of suitable quality can be put to beneficial use 
(e.g., stock, agriculture, drilling, dust suppression).  Otherwise, 
produced water is primarily discharged to the surface under 
WDEQ NPDES/WYPDES permit, re-injected for enhanced 
recovery of oil and gas from depleted reservoirs (also a beneficial 
use), or re-injected strictly as a means of disposal. Most of the 
water produced with oil and gas operations in the WBRB 
has been managed by discharge under the WDEQ WYPDES 
program. 

Groundwater withdrawal associated with uranium mining 
includes dewatering to facilitate surface and underground 
mining and filling open pits after surface mining and associated 
dewatering operations have ceased.  Water may be discharged to 
the surface, and some is consumptively lost to evaporation and 
transpiration. Currently there is no active uranium mining in 
the WBRB.  Future uranium mining will likely include in-situ 
recovery (ISR), which entails continuously circulating water 
through a mineralized zone and reclaiming the groundwater 
after mining has ceased.  In the ISR process most groundwater 
ultimately remains in the aquifer, with approximately 1 percent 
withdrawn to maintain negative formation pressure. The 
withdrawn water is treated, and a minimal brine byproduct 
(approximately 0.01 percent) injected into deeper formations 
of equal or lower quality. 

Surface and underground coal mining operations withdraw 
and manage groundwater in much the same way as does 
uranium mining. There is currently one semi-active coal 
mining operation in the WBRB, in the Grass Creek area. 
Future development of coal gasification resources could also 
cause groundwater withdrawals. 

Groundwater produced as a byproduct of or integral with 
energy development is mostly put to other (non-consumptive) 
uses. A smaller volume is consumptively removed from the 
overall circulation system either by evaporation, transpiration, 
or injection into geologic units at a depth where there is little 
or no chance of future withdrawal. Because most conventional 
and CBNG produced water probably would not have 
been withdrawn for any other uses, and because most has 
been discharged to the surface, the overall effect of energy 
development has been to increase surface flows and the growth 
of vegetation. When produced water is injected it is effectively 
removed from consideration as a useable resource and could, 
therefore, be considered consumptively used.  

8.3.5.4.2 Groundwater use for non-energy minerals 
development

Groundwater withdrawal for non-energy minerals development 
in the WBRB is primarily for bentonite and gypsum mining 
(MWH et al., 2010b); however, specific volumes were not 
available. Figures 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9 show the locations of 
permitted, abandoned, and WSGS-mapped mine sites in the 
WBRB.

8.3.5.5 Irrigation-use permits (Figure 8-6)
Tables 8-6 and 8-7 list 459 groundwater permits for irrigation 
use as of June 2009, including one TWE permit.  No permits 
for irrigation from the MBMG are included. 

Figure 8-6 shows the distribution of irrigation permits in 
the WBRB, permits issued before and after 2000, and TWE 
permits. Most irrigation wells are located in rural areas and 
along rivers and other surface drainages where Quaternary and 
Tertiary hydrogeologic units can provide adequate groundwater 
for this high-volume use. The depth vs. yield tables on Figure 
8-6 show that while permits have been issued for all depth 
categories, most groundwater permits are for depths of 50 
feet or less or for more than 1000 feet, across a wide range of 
yields for both total permits and permits issued since 2000. 
For permits since 2000, most permitted yields have been for 
500 gpm or less.  More than half of the irrigation-use permits 
are coded or have no recorded depth; 8 have coded yield 
information. TWE permits do not include depth data. 

8.3.5.6 Livestock-stock use permits (Figure 8-7)
Tables 8-6, 8-7, and 8-8 show that the number of groundwater 
permits for stock use is exceeded only by the number of 
domestic-use permits in the WBRB, with 5,796 WSEO 
permits, 42 TWE permits, and 6 MBMG permits. 

Figure 8-7 shows the distribution of stock permits in the 
WBRB, permits issued before and after 2000, and TWE 
permits. Stock wells are located throughout the WBRB, 
including rural areas of the WBRB where groundwater is the 
sole reliable source of water. The distribution of stock permits 
shows a strong correlation with rivers and other surface 
drainages within the interior basins; most are completed in 
Quaternary and Tertiary hydrogeologic units. Many permited 
wells (primarily permits issued before 2000) are also located 
in the areas between larger drainages and along the uplands 
of the basins, and are completed in various hydrogeologic 
units ranging from Quaternary to Precambrian and including 
both aquifers and confining units. The depth vs. yield tables 
on Figure 8-7 show that by far the most groundwater permits 
are for depths of 500 feet or less and yields to 25 gpm for 
both total permits and permits since 2000.  More than one-
third of the permits for stock watering are coded or have no 
recorded depth (none of the TWE permits data include depth); 
18 have coded yield information. Figure 8-7 also shows that, 
like wells permitted for domestic use, stock wells have been 
mostly permitted at relatively shallow depth within virtually all 
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hydrogeologic units (including confining units) across a wide 
range of elevations within the WBRB, illustrating that useful 
quantities of relatively shallow groundwater can be found at 
most locations.

8.3.5.7 Miscellaneous-use permits (Figure 8-8)
Tables 8-6 and 8-7 list 1,755 groundwater permits for 
miscellaneous use in the WBRB as of June 2009, including one 
from the TWE data.  No permits for miscellaneous use were 
available from the MBMG for the Montana BRB. Information 
on specific miscellaneous uses can be found in some cases in 
the permit applications.  Some of these are available on-line; 
however, developing this information was beyond the scope of 
this study.

Figure 8-8 shows the distribution of permits permitted for 
miscellaneous use in the WBRB, permits issued before and 
after 2000, and TWE permits. Miscellaneous-use wells are 
located throughout the WBRB in population centers, in 
mineral development areas, in rural areas, and generally along 
rivers and larger surface drainages. The depth vs. yield tables 
on Figure 8-8 show that while numerous permits have been 
issued for all depth and yield categories, the largest number of 
groundwater permits were issued for depths of 0 to 50 feet and 
100 to 500 feet and for yields of 0 to 25 gpm for both total 
permits and permits issued since 2000. More than one-quarter 
of all permits for miscellaneous use have been issued since 
2000.  More than one-third of the miscellaneous-use permits 
are coded or have no recorded depth.  None of the TWE 
permits data include depth; five have coded yield information.
 
8.3.5.8 Monitoring wells (Figure 8-9)
Tables 8-6 and 8-7 list 1,914 groundwater permits for 
monitoring wells in the WBRB, of which one is a MBMG 
permit for the Montana BRB.  A monitoring well is typically 
used to monitor the level and quality of groundwater associated 
with a contaminated site or a potentially contaminated 
site (e.g., underground fuel storage tank) or to monitor for 
groundwater impacts from various activities (e.g., mining, 
waste management). When used for monitoring alone, 
these wells have no permitted yield; however, there may be a 
permitted yield for other uses. The WSEO required permits for 
monitoring wells of 4 inches or less in diameter only through 
2004; therefore, the data for these permits is incomplete, 
possibly for other reasons as well (e.g., WSEO data-transfer 
problems).

Figure 8-9 shows the distribution of WSEO and MBMG 
monitoring well permits in the WBRB and permits issued 
before and after 2000. Most monitoring wells are located 
near population centers and along rivers and other large 
surface drainages, because that is where facilities that require 
groundwater monitoring are concentrated. The depth vs. yield 
tables on Figure 8-9 show that while permits have been issued 

for all depth categories, by far the largest number were issued 
for depths of 0 to 50 feet and for yields of 0 to 25 gpm, for both 
total permits and permits since 2000, reflecting monitoring 
of the shallow water-table aquifers that are most susceptible 
to contamination. It is likely that most of these permits were 
issued for a yield of 0 gpm. One quarter of permits in the 
database for monitoring wells have been issued since 2000; 
and, as discussed above, this number is probably understated, 
per the 2004 WSEO policy change. Twenty percent of the 
monitoring-well permits are coded or have no recorded depth. 

8.3.5.9 Other wells, test wells, and TWE commercial 
permits (Figure 8-10)
Table 8-6 lists 97 groundwater permits for test wells (TST) 
in the WBRB used for aquifer testing to determine aquifer 
characteristics.  Tables 8-6, 8-7, and 8-8 also list 54 “other” 
permits, for which a use was not identified, including 2 TWE 
and 2 MBMG permits, and 2 TWE Commercial (COM) 
permits. 

Figure 8-10 shows the distribution of groundwater permits 
for test, “other,” and TWE-commercial uses in the WBRB, 
and for total permits and permits issued after 2000. For both 
total permits and permits issued since 2000, the depth vs. yield 
tables on Figure 8-10 show that depths range to greater than 
1000 feet and most permitted yields are for 25 gpm or less. 

8.3.5.10 Hydrothermal use
As described in Section 4.7.3, low-grade geothermal resources 
have been developed in the Thermopolis and Cody areas, and 
these and other areas in the WBRB have potential for additional 
development for commercial recreational and therapeutic 
uses. Figure 4-1 shows areas of anomalously high heat flow 
that may provide opportunities for developing hydrothermal 
resources.  The WSEO database does not include hydrothermal 
development as a primary use category, but in some cases it 
may be identified as a sub-category within the miscellaneous 
use (MIS) category in individual permit applications.  
Determination of the number of wells and springs permitted 
for hydrothermal use was beyond the scope of this study. 
The WBRB has limited potential for high-grade geothermal 
energy development near Yellowstone Park, but development 
of these resources will probably be restricted for a variety of 
reasons.  Of course, there has been substantial development 
of hydrothermal resources for tourism in Yellowstone Park.  
Hinkley and Heasler (1987), and Heasler and Hinkley (1985) 
provide detailed discussions of the hydrothermal resources of 
the Wind River and Bighorn River Basins.
8.4 Groundwater interference/interconnection with surface 
water 
The potential for interference between wells and well fields, 
particularly associated with areas of high drawdown over initial 
conditions, and interconnection between groundwater and 
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surface water should be considered when assessing the historic, 
current, and future use of groundwater.  In general, when these 
issues arise they are addressed within the state’s institutional 
and regulatory framework for groundwater development 
(Chapter 1).

8.4.1 Interference between wells and drawdown
An objective of the previous groundwater Technical 
Memorandum (Lidstone and Associates, 2003) was to 
assess drawdown and potential well interference in two 
areas of intensive groundwater development near Riverton 
and Hyattville, in order to provide information on whether 
establishment of groundwater control areas should be 
considered for either area.  Near Riverton the Wind River 
aquifer has been extensively developed, primarily for municipal 
and domestic use.  In the vicinity of Ten Sleep and Hyattville, 
the Tensleep, Madison–Bighorn, and Flathead aquifers have 
been developed for agricultural, municipal, and industrial uses.  

According to Wyoming statutes, a control area can be 
designated by the Board of Control per recommendation of 
the State Engineer for any of the following reasons:  

• The use of underground water is approaching a use 
equal to the current recharge rate  

• Groundwater levels are declining or have declined 
extensively

• Conflicts between users are occurring or are foreseeable
• The waste of water is occurring or may occur
• Other conditions exist or may arise that require 

regulation for the protection of the public interest

Lidstone and Associates (2003) found that the groundwater 
level and wellhead pressure have declined substantially as a result 
of withdrawal in both the Riverton and Tensleep/Hyattville 
areas.  On the basis of persistent decline in both areas, Lidstone 
and Associates (2003) and WWC Engineering et al. (2007b) 
recommended that the WSEO develop additional information 
and consider whether establishing control areas is warranted.  
To date no control areas have been established in the WBRB 
(Lisa Lindemann, WSEO, 2009, pers. comm.).

8.4.2 Interconnection between groundwater and surface 
water
Surface flows are generally subject to strict water rights, and 
conflicts could occur where groundwater extraction affects 
surface flow. In general, the deeper and more distant an 
aquifer is from surface water, the less potential there is for 
interconnection with surface water.  The potential for stream 
depletion due to interconnection between groundwater and 
surface water is highest where alluvial aquifers are associated 
with active streams (Sections 5.1.3 and  6.2,  Chapter 7) and 
in areas around the perimeters of the basins where rejected 
recharge provides substantial surface flows (Section 5.1.3 and 

5.4).

Groundwater drain systems, installed as irrigation was developed 
in the basins, provide another interconnection among shallow 
alluvial aquifer groundwater, streams, and canals.  The shallow 
drains were installed over several decades to alleviate persistent 
saturated soil conditions and associated salt deposition within 
irrigated areas.  It can be argued that the interconnection 
between groundwater and surface water via these drains is 
redundant because the drains only speed irrigation return flows 
(and in some cases redirect them, for example to a canal rather 
than a natural stream) and have little or no relation to surface-
water depletion. For this study the possibility of mapping 
the drain systems was briefly investigated. While some 
mapping exists, it is dated, possibly incomplete, not widely 
available, dispersed in older government reports and Bureau 
of Reclamation files, and in the possession of many seperate 
irrigation districts (26 in the WBRB), individual irrigators, and 
possibly others.  Comprehensive mapping of these systems (or 
only their discharge points) is beyond the scope of this study, 
but may be a worthwhile component of a future update of 
this memorandum.  For example, locating and sampling the 
discharge points for these drain systems might provide useful 
spatially-averaged samples of the shallow groundwater quality 
of local irrigated areas. 

Currently, no statewide criteria have been established for 
assessing the interconnection between groundwater and surface 
water in Wyoming. Neither have estimates been developed for 
“not connected” groundwater volumes.  However, the Modified 
“North Platte Decree” defines “hydrological connection” as a 
stream depletion of 28 percent or more of the volume pumped 
over 40 years.  In other states, depletion has been defined as 10 
percent in 50 years, 1 percent in 100 years, etc.  A copy of the 
Decree can be found at

 http://seo.state.wy.us/PDF/Nebreska v.Wyoming –  
 Modified North Platte Decree.pdf

http://seo.state.wy.us/PDF/Nebreska v.Wyoming � Modified North Platte Decree.pdf
http://seo.state.wy.us/PDF/Nebreska v.Wyoming � Modified North Platte Decree.pdf
	http://seo.state.wy.us/PDF/Nebreska v.Wyoming � Modified North Platte Decree.pdf 





